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Rathskellar to Uose!
400 Students Sto;....m
Steps of Boyden
•

j

Yes, the Rthskeller will be
officially closed on Thursday (at
8:00pm), Friday and Safurday
. nights.
Why?
Because of
thoughtlessness and selfishness
on the part of a few.
I am 'speaking as a student, a
senior, who does not understand
the attitude of my fellow students.
I am not going to take a trip down.
"memory lane" and tell you how
things used to be, but I am going
to tell you how the Rathskeller
situation stands right now.
Students pay a Union fee; this
fee is applied to maintaining the
building, that is, it is used for
Program Committee events,
Game Room supplies, Music
Lounge facilities, in short your
Union fee helps the Union run
itself. But no~ this money has to
be focused upon building
maintainance stemming from
the lack of respect and
responsibility on the part of a
small percentage of the student
populus. In tbis Ught tbe
RathskeUarbeer and
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Artist·s conception of the mob scene on Boyden. Hall S:eps
Nearly 400 Hill
residents marched down on lower· Cll'I"PUS, "We marched
over the hrideg in two's ....it took almost 20 minutes I" one
Hill resident said. They sang, they chanted. and when they
were satisfied. they left.
Story and pictureS ill next week'S COMMENT
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prices will be increased in order
to pay the additional cost of a
new security guard for the Union

as a result o! last night" s Red Sox i.me..

Expose, Keep for Sale, and to Sell

To Be. Drunk On the Premises

wine

It certainly is a shame that ninety
percent of the students have to be
deprived of a pri veledge, yes a
privelage , for the actions of a
few . It· is with the help and
concern from the ninety percent
that the pride and restoration of
some ,Xl~nity for fellow- students,
fellow man for that matter, can
he once again one of Ute attributes of a
Bridgewater
student.
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Ed Note:
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DERE IT CAli WILY I! REAl

This article is a reprint from a Febr-uary. 1974 isS Ile
of the Comment

by Richard Steadman

IIJl an official statement issued Wine licence.

The president's
from the .Presi\Jent's office last stclh.'m('nt reads as fonows':
W(.>ndn(lsdav it was announced
(STORY AND LETfERS
that Rridg~water State College
ON PAGE 3)
had recived a spE'cial Beer and

The Health Committee of
Bridgewater State College and
the Massachusetts Association for
Health, Physical Education and
Recreation are co-sponsoring an
all day Health Fiar at the college
on Friday, October 24, and
Ed note: n::,xt': week':] COMMENT wIll carry
Saturday. October 25.
-some a.1S'''tJrs to q1lestiomconcerning the
The Health Fair will be take
n?w g GER' ~;. If yO'J. a have a qUestion you
place in' the Student Union from
wulld
like to s~e appear in the paper, write ot
lO:OOam--3:30pm on Saturday,
would an d d rop ...
It In t h e G ....
c_R env,~ 1op') on t he
and from 10:00am--4:00pm on
door
of
the
COMMENT
ollics,
1st floor, SU•.
Friday. The:re. is no admission .
price and all are cordially invited
by Ray Hand
to attend.
Representation
from
A GER is another name for the GERs. President Rondileau
numerous . public and private
animal
that has been haunting and Dean Anderson have
agencies will be on hand to
developed the revised General
students
at BSD for many years.
dispense
information
and
Education
Requirements from
animal's
real
name
is
a
This
literature and to present lecture
the imput of the College ComGeneral Education Requirement.
and slide programs dealing with
He really isn't, as unfriendly and munity. These revised GER's
preventive health measures.
confusing as most students will be effective as of January 1,
Among the agencies that will
believe. If this articl~ does its job 1975
be represented at the Fair are:
( and I said if) then 'all rei;lders
American Ca'ncer
Society,
The GER's approximate one
Southeastrn Massachusetts Lung
will be able to face their GER's third (45· semester hours) of the
Association, Fmily Planning and
without fear.
total numtJer of semester hours
the Southeastern Massachusetts
For a long time, the Un- required for you to graduate. All
Chapter of the· March of Dimes.
dergraduate Curriculum Com- courses that are not required to
All students - and faculty are
mittee, SGA, Faculty Council, fulfill either the GER. or the
welcome to a ttend, along with the
Teacher Preparation Committee departmental and cognate
For 'more om- . and a cast of thousands have been
commu nity.
requirements of your major are
formation, please contact Prof.
working on revisions concerning
Hegg or nurse Judith Deep

General Education
Requirelllents

On the eve of Keith Berger's sup~rb perfo::ma.Jce on the stage
of Bridgewater State College's Theater, Comment writer Errol
Conant and amateur mlme Hank Wornowicz took the 0pp0l.J:U.lity
to condu(:i: a live intervlew,broadcasting from the studios of W3JM
Fm. What ensued .;tppi~tu~~ on p9.ge 8 a3 this w'.:!e1<s feamr-e ..

Interview with Dean Breslin pg.3
Humanities Re~ovation pg. 15
MAAlWRA news pg. 19
Celebration Mime pg.7
Pando~a's Box pg.7
WBIM section pp. 11 & 12
Free Hand Poetry pg.9
~____L-______----------------------~
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;BDITDIIIL
ALA(K
OF
INTEREST
Th~ Rathskell~r

will be closed this weekend. due to a lack of

inter~st.

Lack of interest in what happens to the Student Union Building by
\' those who broke the glass panels in the auditorium, or wrote allover the
restroom walls, or ripped the acoustical tiles out of the wall in the music
: room, or steal rugs, furniture, or just about anything that isn·t nailed
: down.

'.
g

Lack of interest towards the feelings of others by those who abuse the
; bartenders and waitresses, or smashed in the grill of the security guards'
; car on Saturday night.
I

I

"i

t.

5. I do not believe in attacking
blamed on one person. Although it
people
publically, and I you do not
is true that we did not take your
ATWther Response
address and phone number, it is feel that this letter is doing such.
unfair o~ your part to judge us so It is only my point to clear up
harshley. If you were so aware some misunderstandings that you
have. I must admit that 1m
. LETTER to the EDITOR
and concernend over this matter;
comments tathe BS student (and how come you did not remeind us . honored and pleased that you
'1 don't mean it to stand for
attended the class meeting before
Bridgewater State either)
to take phone numbers and adconvocation. I've waited three
I, too, am a senior and after dresses when we were doing this?
tranSferring~' ~m a two year Believe it" or not, we doe make years to represent our class, and
I'll do more than my share if I
state school, ttended my first mistakes.
have
to, to make our senior year a
class meetin for convocation .
4. There has been much opThe difference between myself portunity for you to get in cotact meaningful, successful; united
.and yourself is that Idid not wait with us if you were interested in year, I woud like to think of
for someone to come to get me to our class. There has been 2 class myself, as well as others, that I
partiCipate in the various ac- meetings since convocation and am dedicated in what-ever I do,
tivities around school.
an add in the school newspaper I'm not as you called "hot air".
When Bill Abraham said get asking those students whishing to . I'm not about to accept a position
involved, he ment for you to take
get involved in the class to fill out as a ,token, from of power, or
the initiative Evident Iy you
(which did include name, address popularity. I've worked a long
really didn't care about the' and phone). As of this date, we· titne to achieve this office, and I .
plan on working equally as strong
committee or you would have
have recieved no repUes, inuntil out class goals are made.
followed out your interest. All
cl~ding yours! Also during cap
6. As far as, not following up
committees are open to everyone
and, gown. distribution we 9ave
and the chairmen don't have
out a calendar fo events which
~(Jn 't
3
their "helpers already chosen H
had each officer's nam~ and
You go on and blame all the
address.
,officers about getting together _ _ _~_ _ _ _ _ _. ._ _~_......;._ _......_ . -___
and followinw' up on their~·
!- S"" Ai ~
••
••
...........
proposals. If you recall what has
~.r.u.'~' MEETllVG
been said in the past you'l' 1
MONDA Y AT . 12 0' Dock
realize that everything that has'
been proposed has become a
reality . If you compare this
years activities with the ac. tivities in thepa&t. I .think and
hope you'll agree' tha't Bill _ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . .
Abrahamn has united this and has
'14"
fullfUled his promises to the class
~,.O
of 1976. We have a good senior
class and its not because of a few
friends and a lot of hot air.
My last, an~ f~nal comment is
and lack of understanding and
liU.rialllin
patience. First, of all. we took that you didn t SIgn your name .
names under pressure of a crowd. What were
Sue Lawson........................Editor-in-Chief
Yes
you trying to hide besides your
Errol ~onant. ......... ~...........M8naging.Ed1tor /Arts Editor
we did make an oversight in not identity~
Richard C •. Tonner ..... _ .....News Editor
taking addresses and phone 'Cheryl M. Anderson
Joe Si1vi •••••••• ~ ...................sports Editor
'numbers-but- we did manage to
Linda
Maloney................... Business Manager
contact everyone except for one
l(atle
Mason
••• ~...................Advertising Manager
individual. So far we have onl"
Barbara Tobin................... Photography Editor
needed "helpers" for the plant From The President
Mary Chris Kenny••••••••••••••Art Editor
sale and this was greatly apKathy Brown ..................... Office Manager
preciated as we made a profit of
145:) Now that this successful
fund rais~ng event is over we ~re In Response to "A B S S . "
now turnmg to our homecommg
; . eruor ..
~.vents. As you may have noticed' ?nd that doesn t stand for
.
there was an application blank in BrIdgewater State.
last week's Comment solicting I~ reply to. you~october 9
Rick Tonner
Kathy Bennett
anyone's heLp. So you see BS un~lgned letter m which I and my
Jim Kelly
Kevin Cleverly
Dotty Tisevich
'senior (who did not have the offIcers have been accused of
Steve Altieri
_
Bill Swift
Richard Pacheco
courage to write his or he·".' real "not getting tobether and
Charlie Stockbridge
M~lry Anne Cuerrettaz
Bob DeYoung
name) we are planning and are following up our proposals" I
Al Pietriantonio
Anne Hackinson
Mike MacHady
,busy. WE appreciate your opion, woul like ~o state the following:
Kevin Ferry
Lynn Johnson.
.but opions such as these would 1. I find it very disturbing,
Toni Coyne
value more if we heard them expecially when a person
Kevin Hanron
Donna. Derner jian
personally. Our names and ad- criticizes and even acuses a
dresses have been posted on the person and does not state who he
Se~ior Schedule of Activities or she ,is - especially when it deals
W~lC~ w~s h~nded Qu.t at the with "involvement". If we knew
THE COMMENT isa student su?poned and operated
~strlbutlOn ot caps and -go~ns. If who you were, we could possibly
we~kly newspaper serving the academIc community of
In the futUre you shonld like ~o bet in co tact with you ~o you may
Brldgewater State College. Editorial policy is determined
contact us you can l~ve a note m become involved. Afterall, we do
by the Editor-in-qhief in consultation with the Editorial
the Class. of 1976mallbox lac ~ not know out of a class of 840 th
Board. Re-publicadon of all material printed herein is
i~ the Student Union Info' 1. that wish to get involved It dose
Smcerly, '
. '
oes
forbidden without the expressed written permisSion of the
hel~ If we have your name .
Bill Abr h m
Editor-in-Chief. Letters to the Editor are encourag""d
2. To state thingspublically
Sue cro:se~
b 7t are limited to 250 words or less. Lptte
beSIgned b t
. be
' - r5 must
Janice Grew
before you explore the facts or
.
u names wlll
withheld u:;Jon request. All subMarie Thibault
reasons behind a certain situation
mitted material is subject to condensation. Advertis
Nancy Tessier
is certainly not going to keep a
rates will be available upon request. AU correa 0 ing
Nancy Kipp
. class "united".
should be addressed to 'FHE COM" A'r.;>NT B 'dg P ndence
S
C 11
HU~~
•
rl ewater
3. It's a two way street and its
tate 0 ege, Bridgewater,MA
02324'• EXI. 260 or 304.
too bad everything is always

, Lack of interest in all the time it took to get a Rathskellar in the first
.' place, despite the opposition from some members of the su - rounding
rommunity.
Lack of interest in the feelings of their peers, by those who have been
; constantly causing trouble
!his "lack of interestt' is not something that has come about suddenly.
It IS always present to some extent in any community where people live
~ and work together.
" ;
The thing is, up until n~w these problems have been controlled,. Not
i by oppressive force, or strict security but, simply by students respecting
" and protecting what is rightfully theirs.
The Student Union has been open for six years and to date there never
· been so much damage concentrated in such a short period of time,
according to Directior Mr. Ed Meaney
I can'tunderstand why? ....... Why do people who have just about
every~ing, want to destroy, pilferage and jus~ be downright rude!
The Student Union was built only after students, . lobbied, and
, ': petitioned and worked. They had visions of a place where campus ae; tivity would be brought to a focal pont. A place where students could
· share and be tOgether in a building that was intended for that very pur;~!
.
, The Rathskell was born out of these sa'me ideals. It wasn't intended to
" be just a bar. Rather, an extension of the Union,aplace where students
; as wen~s the rest of the college could come together. Not just to drink, to
i have a good time, to dance, talk, even watch a ball game.
:
It took two years of student caring, and working together to get
,Jicense. In order to keep it.that sense of caring, of interest in what
happena must not cease. .
.
: The 'cooperation and committment of every student on campus is
: needed to keep the Rat open. . ...after all we closed it.
· Like the song says, "I get by with a little help from my friends."

p".
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Give Me
A: lAance
Dear Editor,
My name is Robert DeYoung.
I'm running for the position of
Senator at Large. 1 (elt it would
be good. to let my fellow
studaents in on how I feel. I was
on the Senate last year and I was
also involved in High School
Student Government. I FEEL I
have the qualificatins for the job.
But I also feel I have the
motivation for the position. I
enjoyed working for my fellow
students. I want to see this
school made better for us all.
This may sound like a hokey
campaign speech. But, Iwould
like to say Pm sincere and I just
want the chance to do what I
possibly can in whatever small
way possible. I hope you will all
think and per- haps consider me
for the position of "Senator at
Large"--"Give me a chance".
Robert "Bob" D .eYoung
·1

11 Reply
.;

.';

To BS Senior
TO BS. Senior
The Senior Class Officers
would like to thank you for your
attendence at the convocation
C1ass meeting.
However, we
marvel at your mlsinformaf lon

Wit
"'-',!J t

'ritiq Itaft

mm t nt

Pradlctiall Staff

PhotographJ Stiff

1
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OPEN LEITERS OONCERNING THE RAT
The Ratbslcellar' 'NtH be closed
" 6. drinking in various areas of
This letter is being written to
Thursday, ,
',Friday,
and
the Student Union Building
express our disappointment and
Saturday, Oct- ber 23-25.
More importantly, the abuse . disgust at the behavior exhibited
Unfortunately, because of the which the students ans staff of the in the Rathskellar this weekend.
actions of a handful of students we StuiCent Union have been sub- It showed very clearly that the
have been forced to take action. jected to is simply inexcusable. people on this campus have no
For those who are unaware of
Perhaps you son't realize that respect for the place and the hard
the incidents leading up to this
it took almost two years for us to work that went into getting the
decision we will elaborate:
secure a
liquor license--i t liquor license. The destruction is
1. defacing property in the doesn't take that long to lose one.
unexcuseble and only shows that
Student Union Building
people here have no pride in their
2. broken exterior door
Student Union.
3. auditorium gate forced and
Sincerely,
broken
Dawn L. Armitage
The cost of this behavior now
4. glass panels in auditorium
Chairperson
has to be absorbed by the people
Student Union Board of who come to the Rathskellar .
broken
5. security person's car
Governors
Prices of beer and wine have
_d.a..m
..a..g..e.d_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~. been increased to cover the cost
of adding an extra security
guard. On both Friday and
attend to find out more inSaturday night the security was
formation about our event.
harrased to the lX'int of wanting
There is. no sense in holding a
to.. .quit,.. not to m~ntion his car
oWrl,Proposals I would like to state
meeting and being unable to . being tampered with. This man
thatsince Sept. we have had 3
is only following the rules handed
supply "lleeded" information for
socials, 2 fund raising events, and
to him by the Board of Govenors
an activity or function. We are
3 class meetins. This is a toal of 8
and THE Directors of the
almost ready to begin meeting
activitieswithin6
Union, and yet he is inwith this committee, but we have
weeks.disappeared in the dust
timidated for doing his job.
other activities we must finalize
How much more do you expect?
The students who work in the
before we can meet. I suggest
We have' had more acivities
that you keep in contact with our Rathskellar are tired of being
within this short time than any
class bulletin board for the abused and trea ted as if they are
other year.
hired to take any and all grief
homecoming meeting.
7. On behalf of the officers I
To have a successful and their "peers" feel ..!ike dishing
would like to remind you that we fruitful year, I will need out.
have meetins that we must attend everyone's co-operation and
on helaf of the senior class as well patience. I hope you will continue
We care about what happens to
as activities we must plan. We your interest in the class for we the Rathskellar. We know what it
must also try to keep our grades need each and everyone of our is like to have no place to go, but
it· cannot survive the abuse it is
up. There are many things which classmates.
I also hope you
being given.
we must do that many seniors do
understand the position I am in
We stand behind any decision
not realize.
and why I feel the way I do, Keep
ma4~ by the :tvfan~gement and,the.
S. Finally, as far as you not
with the "SPirit bf 76'; by getting Board of Govenors to correct the
being contacted for, your cominvolved.
situa tion, and we hope the
mittee (which you did not name) Sincerely
majority ·of peQPleon campus will
I will explain· why. Most likely it
Bill Afiraham
stand behind us in oilr effort to
was the "homecoming com- ~Senior Class President)
keep tbe .RathskelJar .the . kind.of .
-·mittee. Before ~we can get in
t)lace it was meant to be.·'
.
contact with ANYONE,"'We lHlve' . . (More If!tt"cr~ 0:1 page 16)'
.
Sincerely,
Homecoming meetins we must

letters

~on i.

LlCEl\SE AT. LAST
J am pleased to a~nounce to tht- students can
' take it· away.
_ . T.0vou that this. ·cHter noon. the put jt blankly, a few 1oudrowd)
~ell'ctmen' of' the· town of l\tudents can
the ~uoo
Bridgewater signed a license ~o, .rewok~ ~r.: ('arned. licence."
allowing Br"idgewater State. rhls last statement can. not be
. .
. College 'to serve beer and wine in . stressed enougtt: .
As fhe yar!ous celebration
the Rathskeller of the Student
Un:ion.
. continue here at .Brjdg~ater,
This. is a very happy result of from I~al Brid~ewater reside~ts
:Joint efforts· of all members of the hav~ .rd~ed a . b).II of complamt
College Community, including ;,gamsttht- Bo:-rd of Trastees.of ,
students, faculty, administrators, the Stat~- (on .. g... Th.. four.
. and staff over a long period of p!a.mti~f~. m .. mIM-rs.of th .. J:'oydn ...
time.
;\iMJ(hour . Association. want to .
I am confident that all who use ... t\.porary ~~jojn .th.. sal.. .f ,
(be RathskeHer will scrupirlOusly :.I4:oholi(· IM-nrag..s at th.. {Inion
abide,' by·' the 'guidelines' or an~' plar,.
at RSf' and
,established by the Student ,~r.~. 1~ltimaUy. hav .. , Plymouth ..
of Governors.
.' .;,
SuprH'm (ourt bar JH't m an4"ndy
. Very cordially,
. '".'i; th..
any aJ ... hholi("
:\drian Rondil..au
··~'~·-heverages. ThiS would ("ven. mean:
President. " that no more one day hcence·.
('ould be issued by the,
Anoth~r statement issued. by Bridgewater St>lection ..
Th~ ('omm ..nt by JUlie Burke,
The legal points cited in the
representing
the Board· of ('ompJained inclUde the faef that
directors and the Pr.ogram the College is in a residentialy
'Committee, summed .uP ttie zoned Brett 'where alchoholic
feeUngs of the college!
IlCverages
prohibi~. They
"After("ighteen monthsor hard fUl'th('r o('ny 'hat thE" RathShteler
work and· dedication from the or Iht· rormal dining af(~a'on th{'
Student Union' DirectorS . stu~ts main floor are~injng hans as
andadmirilstrators', Wi! have ·d.·s('ril)(>d in l'ectiori 14 of th{'
finailv heen granted the" '(;c'n{'ra)'Laww,;,' Anot"her
Rathskeller Reer-:~a'n'd ~ Wine ih·(·hni~alitv. which ·wn·s ~tat<'d in
licence. his uptothej;tudents lolh(' eomplain. d{'J)ie'd the

,

The Rathskellar

Emp~oyees

CathollcCenter""
Who ? What ?When'?
.

'

cause

"'"4''

u'" o!

'are

('ooperate with the Policies setup i·xi~hm<."p orRridl'[ev.'at~r State- .
II b the A..... d or •·..n~~(· U~ a bnd\·i~at€".
. .
rorthe R:athste ery
.........r · Thp complaint isscht>d.
'ulNt to.
Govcrners.
h<' a("hod- upon· on March fourSo it is up to the col-lege ob- I('('nth. W.ith th("s{' points in thE'
tained the licence for us~ but only :'omplaint.H d()(>SJ}'t Sffm that H

Noreen Ruff, PROF. Steve
Smalley, Prof. Jerry Thornell and
Paul Young,
To date the center has sponsored a Start-of the Year Open
House and a weekend retreat both
greatly enjoyed by those who
• participated. Coming up soon will
; be a Coffee House about which.
you'll be hearing. Other events
will be advertised as the year
goes on.
In addition to the lively MUsic
Group which adds to our Liturgy
celebra tion each weekend there
are also two Faith and Value
groups meeting weekly.
The
Thursday evening (6:30 pm)
group is just getting under way
and welcomes anyone i teres ted in
jOining
Plans 'are being made for a
liturgy which will help enhance
our celebration with thoughts for
the homilies, the making of
banners etc. Anyone interested in
participating is asked to call 6972402.
Picture: Fr. Jack HaTl"rock PDints out reading from
scrIpture to Sr. M!lrgaret Kernan for the forthcoming iltu:'gical cledbration at the Catholic Center. Sr. Margaret 1s
librarian at Coyle..cassidy High School in Taunton and b vol...
unteer as a campus minister every M.Jnday and Thursday
.afref,",.OOh and evening at sse
With the school year more than
a little under way, the Catholic
Center also has been moving.
along. The Board of Governors,
which has been busy planning
events for the year, has elected as
officers: CKairperson-Prof. Ann
Coakley, Vice-chairpersonAndrea Golden, Sectratery-Ann
Graney.

. Other Board members are: Fr.
Jack Hamrock, Sr. Margaret
Kernen, Pat Buckley, John
Conlon Prof. Joseph J. Corkery,
Marga'ret M.· Cor_kery, Toni
Coyne, Jeanne Dialey, Prof.
Dorothy Ferry , Joan Hannon,
Prof. Judy DEckers, Roseann
Dillman, S~eLawson, Prof. Lee
Padula, Mark Poirier, ~ue Rose,

•

Meeting
all undeclared
maio~s;

Thursday, Oct 30th,
atlOa.m.
in the
Library Lecture

from pg. 1

Hcitl.

,\'f)uld stand up in {'OlIrf.

Tuesday, Oct. 28, there will he a

meeting in the Rathskellar
for all students over 22

·Dr. Dit.mel Diethelm
wil~;'Wt~ present
and alsQ":::MJ;~ John Moore.
and Miss s~s~h Lawson at II a.m.

i.

.
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BSC Professor
is BYD Distriet Coordinator

Relief from the three E's
Uted and scribbled by, Sue Lawson

Ah! Mid-terms, when thought s of a young person's fancy turn towards
Emerson, Einstien, and Euripides. They always seem to bring out the
worst in all of us.
Ii'reshmen listen in naive wonder of the horror stories told about the
campus of the dreaded"blue books" ."What are they?"they cry.
"You'll find out kid." is the reply they get from an upper classman
wearing a sinister grin.
Lights in the dorm burn all night, for most of us these first quarter
plagues mark the first time since finals last -spring that our brain cells
have been forced to soak up more than beer. Ah .. the insanity of it all,
Jur textbooks seem to contained more factS and figures than the-'
last time we looked, and oh, the homework., ..
To count::'l'QCi: this seeming'ly unlnercil~ss burden t:o our brains , th.=:
OMMENT has deviated from the usual style of forum this week
to publish a list of pleasure reading, to be used when ever needed, to
'elieve the tension of reader's cramp. So, for all of us who are tired of dry
.exts, here is a list of Bestsellers listed in the 1st editon of the COMMENT
:then Campus Comment) printed way, back in 1927.
- Enjoy!

raE SEASON IS MADE FOR JOY
by Just after exams

THE PROMISED LAND
.

D
by A egree

Bicentennial Youth Debates
(BYD) I a na tional program of
public speaking activities fOf
young people, announces the
,appointment of Susan Miskelly,
according to Irene R. Matton,
Notheast Regional Director. As
a District Coordinator, Ms.
Miskelly will be responsible for
contacting
colleges
and
universities to encourage their
articipation in the program,
stimulating community-based
activities using BYD topiCS and
format.s .and administering the
district level competitive events.
Professor Miskelly assumes
these responsibilities along with
her
teaching
duties
at
Bridgewater State College in
Bridgewater, Mass. In addition
to teaching oral communication,
public speaking and debate, M~ ..
Miskelly originated the forenSIC
program at Bridgewater several
years ago. She is also a member
of the American Forensic
Association, the Speech Com~
munication Association, international Communication
Association, Eastern Communication Association, and the

Eastern Forensic Association.
She is also currently a consultant
and teacher for the Speaker's
Bureau at the Brockton Edison
Company and the Emergenc.y
Medicaa Services.
BYD IS
supported by a grant from the
National Endowment (or the
Humanities and is a project of
the Speech Communication
Association. ,(he program includes competitive events with
winners at the local level
progressing through district,
sectional and regional events to a
national conference and community events, in which BYD
speakers present programs
before civic and service
organizations. Events .~gin in
late September. 1975. Topics fOf
the three BYD events, LincolnDouglas
Debate,
Ex~
temporaneous Speaking and
Persuasive Speaking. are drawn
from the American Issues
Forum. Conceived by WLTER
Cronkite, the Forum's calendar
of monthly topics provides a
cohesive
framework
for
discussion of major national
issues in the media, the

classroom and the community.
Any individual under 25 who has
not received a bachelor's degree
or its equivalent is eligible to
participa te in Bicentennial
youth Debates.
For further
information, contact: Professor
Susan J. Miskelly. Bridgewater
State College, Bridgewater,
Mass. 02324, tel. (617) ~697~8321 or
Irene R. Mallon, BYD, Amherst
RGIONAL High Shool, Amherst,
Mass. 0104)2, Tel. (413) 549-2814).

BUGLES IN THE NIGHT by Fire Drill
FOREVER FREE

by Song of Graduates

,DARKENED ROOMS

_,
by In the "Dorm" after 10: 15
'THE BLACK JOURNEY

.

by When you are ~alled to the Dean for an interview

.MAGPIE LANE
-~

\lI AMATEURS

;~

b

y. Girls locker rooms at any time

AFLOAT

, - . by ThOse out training

TRY AND GET IT

"Who is our Dean
o·fS
-Iu'dents.·?
.

by Elaine Zollo

oy :sympathy

ON THIN ICE

.
_ . by -Bef!>re.Student Councn.Gov:ernment

AS MAN DESIRES by Friday at 3:30

portunities for different groups
to identify with the college'
community. Dean Breslin's goal
is "to improve the quality of
Jiving in the residence halls", but
. at the same time wishes that
"the students will be active
participants in this endeavor."
Where is BSC headed? Dean
Breslin understands that the
students are realizing how
powerful they are. "The future
is in the hands of our entire
college community. One person
can affect the life of the college.
Bridgewater will go wherever we
decide it wi,11 ~o as' la commumty.
wnen .?sked about
the situation at Great Hill, Dean
Breslin stated, "It's in the hands
of the students." She is "sick to
heart" of hearing the being
called a ZOO. "The Hill has
tremendous leadership and the
students must decide that the
jokers who pull lIre alarms are
not ready for college behavior.
The 600 men and women at the
Hill must resolve that they want
a place where they can live 'and
learn. The students should treat
maintenance people as humans not as functions." Dean Breslin
sees the Hill as an area for great
progress in the future, with such
improvements as classrooms
being started, co~ed living
(experimen.t.<!l, form - not including entire Hill) murals
Ihlhlfuti uil"the wans, and wall to
wall carpeting in the halls. "If'
the students are willing to roll up
their sleeves and do some hard
work, they don't have to wait for
the ad~inistration.
Lack of
money hasn't stopped up before.
Great Hill is a "great" hill and
the image' of the zoo is in our
hands."
It was really a
pleasure talking with Dean
.Br~sl~, and if she is any sort of
mdicatlOn of what the rest of 'the

. E.dnote: This is .arne fjrst in "
'. iserles of articles brought to
you by the SGA Student Services
Committee.

SECRETS OF THE NIGHT b
.
y Faculty meeting

Many of you probablY know her
by
seeing her.-on campus, in the
GREAT EXPECTATIONS by A's
di~jng halls. Dr in the <lckms. She
Reprinted from "Bestsellers for Normalities", Campus Comment,. is Dean Rose Hreslin. What I'd
like to tell you in this article is
1927.
what our Dean of Students does
and what she plans to do for BSC.
Now here's a list of bestsellers for BSC 1975-76 :
Dean Rose Breslin attended
ihigh school at Mount St. Joseph
Academy in Brighton, Mass ..
THE GREAT CHEESEBURGER WEEKE,ND
Her
next move was to Regis
by Saga
College. From there she went to
St. Louis University in Missouri
ISSUES AND ANSWERS
where she received her Masters
by SGA
in Speech and Theatre and an AB
in History. She did her graduate
EVERYTHING YOU ALWAYS WANTED TO KNOW
study at Catholic University in
Washington. She received her
ABOUT COLLEGE*
PhD at Ohio University and also
her Coctorate's in Interpersonal
Com:munication.
Now that we
*but were afraid to ask
know about Dean Breslin's
by The new GER's
educational background, we will
see how she got the position of
HON THE ROAD TO FIND OUT"
Dean of Students atijddgewater
by The Freshman class
State College:" lif'1974 she was
Dean of Women at Manchester
College in Indiana. She rea(!
USUDDENLY LAST SUMMER"
about the op~n position of Dean
by proposed budget cuts and tuition hikes
of Students at BSe and sent in an
application. She received a
THE GREAT COLLEGE COMMUNITY
telephone call from President
by President Rondileau
Rondileau requesting her to
appear in front of a search
:'THE GREAT DEBATE"
committee of students for further interviewing. A few weeks
Jy Prices in the bookstore
later she
received another
telephone call \ from President
GIVE A DAMN!
Rondileau informing her that she
by The Rathskellar Employees
was accepted for the position of
Dean of Students. ~ What ac(copy right 1975, by The COMMENT and ere",:)
tually is the job of Dean of
Students? It consists of coun. seling - both personal and career,
and dealing' with academic,
COMMENT DEADLINES:
social and moral problems. The
Mondays at 5:00
Dean of Students is he~d of the

all ads,

all articles, Tuesdays at

students f.or th benefit of the
whole college co munity.
Student Affairs offers clinical
psychological counseling for
dorm students and non-resident
students. As a faCilitator of
education in the college com~
munity. Dean Breslin says her
door is alway::, open. However,
she does not believe in being
"surrogate mother". She stated
that, ':education is a daily living
experience that goes beyond the
classroom.
It is the interrelationship of all life - old,
new, and young." When asked
what contributions she made or
plans. to make at BSC, Dean
Breshn responded, "I Would
hope. to Communicate to the
~tudMts that the lidminist-ration
has a listening ear." She has
reached out to students of
various backgrounds . transfer
Student. Affairs Office is like, our
OUice
of
Studellt
Affaifs.
This:'
international,
and olde;
12:00
office works ~it.. the faculty and
stUdents. She has initiated op- u~ommg years. at Bridgewater
WIll be o'ur best.
..,U,E":,'I ...
» 1ft.~1I'I'._3I"_#S:~_ ... * ..........*
J

1I;",." . . . . . . .,,, . . . . . . . . .

- - -..... ...:."'-""..,-'-""---.......

-~-~~.~-" ........ -.:z#."'.e:•.'*o::rc-:: of;;::, =-::~"
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Student Governnlent Association
Highlights

of the Past
Two Al\eetings
By Mike MacHardy.
On Oct. 21, the SGA convened
in its chambers. Another Senator,
George Sutherland, announced he
was resigning from the board
effective immediately. SNEA
President, Kathy Chase, arid
member Bill Abraham met with
SGA to re-request transfer of
funds for Project Awareness and
"1776" . After lengthy discussion
their proposals were once again
defeated 5-10-1' 4-12-1
A
delegation was pr~sent from The
Harder Times publication to have
their new constitution reviewed
and approved. Spokesman for the
group, Hugh McKinnon, went
over particular articles as
outlined by Attorney General of
SGA, Joseph Lamothe.
McKinnon pointed out that he had
been before th board three times
previously on this same matter.
He also stated that- the people of
"The Harder Times" had been
sitting around for the past two
months eager to work, but unable
to get anything going without the
constitution. Mter considerable
debate the SGA decided to not
approve the proposed

The Student Government
Association (SGA) met Oct. 14,
and as the first order of business,
nominated Kathy Coffey as its
choice for Homecoming Queen.
SAGA representative, Jim Davis
was present and discussed the
Food Service Program and
various problems that had occurred at BSC over the Columbos
Day weekend. He noted that any
students with complaints shoulsd ..._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _....
use the suggestion box in the
dining halls. Also, he stated that
he will meet with the Dorm
Presidents at any time they wish.
He is aldo available to speak to
any organization 'on request. Two
SNEA
Programs
Project
Awareness and "1776", were
rejected for funding with money
from other SNEA programs It
was suggested by SGA that this
motion be reconsidered on Oct. 21.
Diane Smiley submitted her
resignation as Senator of Class of
1977. Earlier, Secretary Carol
Sheehan. also resigned as
Senator.

Freshman Oass Officers
President:

Vice-President:

Secretary: .

,.(

con-

stitution. They stated that there
are still some parts that aren't
e~p1icit enough.

MASS "FAIR SHARE"
PRESENTATION ON

Treas~r:

Jint Billings

.Nancy hunan

Patricia O'Halloran
Karen DeWolf

SOcial Director:

. Tina'Goodreau

Publicity Director

Peggy Lineham

Senators: .

Steven Gray',

Tina Goodreau

.Petition

AllaD Battistelli

for lower e/edric bills.

JiIn Hartz

Student Union ,Chambers 6:00 pm
·Oct.28·

Congratula lions and good luck to all of youI'

THEY NEED VOLUNTEERS

SGA Elections. Positions open:

jlOlior senator

secretary senator-at-large
elections are Wed. Nov. 5th.
Pick-up nomination papers ·in S.V. info-booth
deadline for nomination papers,
Wed., Oct. 29th•
.-

....... ~

•.

-

•. 'j" ............... "

~.

Putting Rhinoceros
On Film
IUIINOCEROS
Directed by Eli Landau. blo a

play by Ionesco. With Gene
Wilder. At Charles West.
language. In the first act, two
take place. one between Jean and
Berer.ger (whose name was
changed- to Stanley in the film),
and one between the old man and
the logician. The two conversations
take
pIa ce
simultaneously and serve to echo
one another,attaining a highly
comic and ironic effect. On the
stage this would be fine,but on
film,quick cutting would be
neccessary between the conversations,making the scene too
hectic and cluttered to be effective. In the film they made the
attempt at this but kept it at a
minimum, therefore sacrificing
some of the power orthe play.
I was very disappointed to find
that never once did a rhinoceros
appear. I was disappointed
because in the previews Gene
Wilder as Berenger was shown
talking to a real rhino. This
m isle ad i n gad v e r tis i n g
propaganda is one of the things
that Ionesco lashes out against,but apparently producer Eli
Landau and the owners of the
Charles West didn't get the
message. The existence of the
rhinoceros was left totally to the
imagination.
Jean"'s
transformation scene presented us
with the dialogue that would lead
us to believe that he was
changing, but all that we saw was
him beginning to act like a rhino.
So when he was totally transformed,he still appeared human.
The film did have a few good
Points. In tone it remained true to
the play and was highly farcical
and slapstick but most of the
funnier touches were the ones that
were written into the play. All the

the show,he pulled out his bag of
tricks with the Steven's inspired
sylvania band made their first "Growing" ,chosen from tfieir
New England appearance two first and only lp. It_ ~or~ed.
weeks ago in the spacious con- Hughes returned the favor at
fines of the Union Auditorium. least once more, this time
Morningsong,a fledgling group boldeqnore blatant as he sang
of five proficient
musician- Steven.'s own minor masters,created
with
their piece,"Morning Has Broken,"
smorgasborg of covers and with each crack and dip intact.
originals an entertaining if not Lead guitarist Terry Sweet
auspicious debut. Offering followed up the act with Todd
abundant remakes culled chiefly Rundgren's AM hit, "Hello,It's
from solo performers involved in Me, "that
though
flawed
the country-rock and folk-rock mimicry, still maintained the
genres,among them Steven Stills despairing teenaged profile.
and Jackson Browne,their
The band sparked and crackled
recreations did not always meet when they launched into the kind"
with success.
of music that they do best with
. Difficulties often arise when' a the tr(lditional knee-slapper,"Old
band decides to cover originals. Blue"; old time, amplified,
They have the options of either countrified picking. Violinist
attempting to sound as much like Richard" Kozak,lone bright light
the original artist(s) as possible, on their album, sped lightning
or to tear the song away from the glissandoes through the heart of'
protective shelter of the original the song to propel its' ageless
artist's style,and build a new excitement through the heat ot
interpretation solely your own. the crowd. Though Morningsong
Morningsong opted to straddle seems to deny its' roots with their
the fence and by doing so failed broad choice of repetoire,facility
in self-interpretation,witnessed naturally tells the tale when these
by their chopped-up clear folkies at heart step into familiar
misunderstanding of Lowell ground. Their closing version of
George's eloquent "Willin" but "Orange Blossom Special" raced
faired far better when the crazily with fine guitar work by
mImlcry
began.
Randy Sweets and second guitarist Fred
Hughes,led the way with an Curdts,aidedamply by the solid
almost Rich Little per£ectioned traintracking backing of drumimitation of .Gat" Steven- mer Greg Taylor. Full knowing

IUJil'IOOl"

is portrayed as a' right
right down to his America

characters played their parts
wonderfully and I would have

fluffy, teddy bear beard. Early in .stride,the

it or Leave it button. This
nge isn't too bothersome
1b€:CallSe_ Ionesco was striking out'
dogmatic thinking and
Iflll<nft'...m,'h',be it left or right wing.
Many of the finer touches of the
play are lost simply because they
are untranslatable into the film

liked very much to have seen
them perform it on the stage.
Perhaps the best way to make a
film adaptaion of the play would
be to simply film the stage
production. Otherwise, you end up
returning a polished gem to the
r<?~gh. by ~tephen Jennings

Film is a more accessable
medium than the stage in our
time simply because there are
more movie houses than there are
theatres. It would seem that
putting a marvelous play like
Rhinoceros on film would be a
very good way to bring it to the
general public. However,we
musn't forget that commercial
film making in this country is an
economically based industry.
means that if a movie is to be
made,the producers must be sure
that it will sell. In order for it to
be acceptable for commercial
Icli,~trihllf"inn it must be somewhere
around two hours long. The play
Rhinoceros takes about one hour
to perform and in stretching it out
a two hour film,you must
Ineces:saI'ilv either add a lot of
Im:a terial not found in the original
or you must slow the action
This film has done both.
IHIHnclCeros as it is written is a
moving and concentrated
and much of the impact is
in stretching it out. For innce,a dream scene is added
t has no part in the play nor in
film and serves only as disAmerican films currently out
generally sex and violence
Inripntpri and this was subtly
laDDar'ent here. In this case they
ted for sex to a slight degree
and replaced the part of the old
n in the first act with that of a
young chick. The only reason
I could see for this was for a
sexual appeal. A few other
changes were made
as the character of Botard,
in the play mouths left wing
toric and cliches but who in the
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Nomingsong: Aklrking Time
by Errol Conant .
Before a small but enthusiastic

200 students,an anonymous

Penn~

4

s,embarassingly>down to the that they' had caught the clearer commfted direction is :

...-----_ ...----------------

,I

I

I
I
I

clapping

finally charted; , "

. ;.,;.,.;";-.. '. . . -.". .

Rockin' Rod Stewart Seduces Garden
by Gill Bliss WBIM/FM
It is a-rare occasion when I
venture into the crummy,
cavernous confines of the Boston
Garden for anything other than a
sporting event or when I take my
little brother to the circus. The
reasons are well known; poor
acoustics,crow's nest seating and
a usually rabid,violent crowd.
However, major rock superstars
must play the large halls and
seem to have a tendency to play
the Garden rather than the extremely comfortahle Providence
Civic Center.
With good company provided,I
put aU tha t aside and went to see
one of the more charismatic
individuals in the rock world, Rod
Stewart,rumored to be on his last
tour with the Faces. The Faces
feature guitarist Ron Wood,soon
to be a Rolling Stone. For the last
couple of years I have been into
the electronic world of sound and
the
more
individually
,aesthetically pleasing brand of
music rather than the raunchy
guitar chords which characterize
the work of tile Faces, who along
with the Grateful Dead remain
my two major weaknesses.

I am enclosing $9.95 plus $1.00 for postage and handling.
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heartily,the band returned to the
stage with Hughes proclaiming,
"Well, the train thing worked
once,so we're gonna do it again."
This time, "Midnight Flyer"
picked up the energy alive and
rumbled on again to the con-'
cert's final closing.
Mimicry has never made any
band great,and Morningsong is no
exception. In the end, the cheap
thrill afforded Ute suprised crowd
dies and the longing goes out for
something
original.
Chief
songwriting members Curdts and
Sweet clearly have been on an
extended vacation,as very little
new material found its' way to
the stage. Hughes explained
perhaps facetiously that the band
writes little that the band would
deem good enough for their stage
act,so they "fill up the spaces"
with other artist's material. The
spaces are cavernous and
demand then a show comprised
mostly of non-originals. The band
then remains inert, 1mable to
mature into a 'better talent
because of the telling paucity of
solid ori gina}
materiaL This
stasis annoys,for Morningsong
has undeniable talent,dis'played
in a few succeeding originals
from their debut album and their
charged, tight live ensemble
playing. To win the battle,but lose
the war seemingly could be their
epitaph unless a course for .a

Thousands of Topics
Send for your up-to-date, 160pagfI, mail order catalog. Enclose
$1.00 to cover postage and"
handling.
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Peter Frampton was the
whIle still running. He swmgs the
opening act. I had heard much
entire stand through the air and in
praise of his music from friends
circles and "you wait for him to hit
and expected a creditable,warm
somebodY,but he never does.
up show. What I was treated to
Accompanying him this
however, was a point-blank
example of the whole rock and evening were Ian McClagan on
roll syndrome; crashing power piano, Kenny Jones on drumTetsu on bass (all of "them
chords, pointless melody lines
and most of all the whole scene of ~'aces), as well as established
a rock performer trying to entice session musician Jesse Ed Davis
the crowd to boogie. Featuring on 2nd guitar and the string"
such numbers as "Do You Feel section of the Boston Symphony
These
genLike We Do?" (his audience Orchestra.
in
participation portion of the pro- tlemen,attired
gram) I Frampton failed to tuxedoes,enhanced two favorite
generate the mindless en- Stewart numbers, "I'd rather go
thusiasm his style of music Blind and especially the beautiful
Hendrix song, "Angel."
strives to attain.
Rod had the crowd moving
A heavy atmosphere of that
"other" rock band to--grace the through the fast numbers and
Garden over the summer (the recieved an ovation good for two
Stones) was very evident encores,closing the 2nd with the
throughout the evening. The kings theme for the evening "Twisting
rock and roll were on the Night Away." A happy crowd
everybody's mind because' Ron left with Stewart's latest
Wood will join them after' this single, "Sailing" coming over_ the
tour; the" management played PA and another rock starts
~tones ~t1?ic over the P A during reputation enhanced.
There is a place for - Rod
mtermlSSlon and incredibly
Frampton,in a last ditch effort t~ Stewart in today's music. He is a
whip the crowd into a fren- gifted vocalist who sings rock and
zY,encored with Jumping Jack roll with great prescence as well
Flash. Need I say more?
as providing moving renditions of
?n a stage done completely in carefully chosen ballads. The
whlte,Stewart, Wood and com- Faces are at a crossroads now .
pany entered through the back of Wood will go the the Rolling
the stage dancing delightfully to . Stones. Stewart -will go solo,and
the s~ains . of "The Stripper" . the rest of the original Small
Opemng WIth Chuck Berry's Faces (McClagan and Jones) are
"Memphis" ,they ran through" set adrift. But,as Rod Stewart will
mos~ of the Faces repetoire,intell you,it was ~lot of fun while it
ser~mg numbers from Stewart's
lasted. and, that certainly is the
varIOUS solo albums. Stewart whole point of rock and roll. It can
hOld,S the crowd's attention be a lot of fun when it's done
,raclng full tilt across the w~.and the Faces do it as well as
stage,grabbing the mike" on the ~nybody.
way by,and beginning to Sing
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llanbora's
a bJeeklp gatljering
0(

unte lattb ar t~ anb unclts

arrangeb anb lifttb tip qerrol (:onant
h'" The Duck gets dumped? Donald falls before censor's axe? How
t at be,the crowd exclaims! Well,the government film censo~ in SWI:!delnl
hasn't banned a Upornographic" sex film in almost five years but
the pa~t ye?r at least four Walt Disney films have been officially
sored. ~hey mcluded the "Donald Duck Story," "Robin Hood," and
~alt D~sney Cartoon Carousel." In addition,such Amerikan films
Fre~~~e and the Bean" and Peckinpah's HBring me the Head of D
GarcIa were totally banned. The reason of course the scelU'r~in~1
sword,Violence,which i.s the. sole reason for ba~ning or ces'orI'ng a II'lm
S d B t
S
we en. u. now, edish fIlm-makers are urging the government to end
the cesorshlp of VIOlence too,just as it did for "pornography" several
ye.ars ago. They argue that. since sexual1y explicit films were first permlUed on the screens,s~x c~ime~ have fallen off by one- third. They imply
that the same reducbon In VIOlent crime could be expected if
ce~soredJaccurately portrayed violence were permitted on the screen. A
qUIck look .at Amerika's incredibly high crime rate and its' cohort in
arms, the fIlm industry,with its' unfettered glee in the merchandising of
blood .and gore,seems to discredit this logical assumption. In the
~eantIme ~onald,maybe you'd better shift gears,move out of that
VIolence trlp and start showing your ass. The Swedes would love
you,bluer than Magoo...
.:.T.he omnipresent censor's scythe struck again,but this time in

:v

From Mime To Matter
Montanaro's Maine-iaes Moving In
b' Errot Cona;);

In a most unique opportunity
tl)at pegan with the successful
appearance of t,he - masterful
young 'mIme' Keith Berger , the
Bridgewa ter community will
again be able to see live mime in
action with the Oct. 30th appearance of a most remarkable
votile throupe, The Celebration
Mime Theatre. Based in South
Paris Maine, the troupe is the
outgrowth of theatrical experimntation in the tradition of
the mimes of Ancient Greece.
and their successors including
the "Commedia " street per.
former of the
Italian

Renaissance and features a
movement oriented style of
theater.
'
Under the direction of Tony
Mcntanaro the Celebration Mime
Theatre has toured throughout
New England, the Middle. Atlantic, mId-western .states and
inW, .e-clftB:tla: 'It 'has attracted
national and international
publicity including CBS news
reports, and a film produced by
the US Information Service in 117
Foreign countries.
Tony Montanaro, an internationally renowed mime who
toured widely as a soloist for 15

years in many regions of the
and Canada, a "fantastic" performer says Kieth Berger, sensed
the obligation to teach and experiment which led more than 3
years ago to the formation of
school, a center of
experimentation. CMT'S
proach to mime is to develop a
composite performer skilled in
silent mime, dialogue, song,
gymnastics, juggling and all
performance techniques useful
conveyinganidea.·TmsiseOtlPI4;rli
with strongJ improvisation
techniques
,to
develop ,
the perfQrmer's range
of

Brrt~~w~reKoo~~~~thoroughly~wedootfuntaQ4~~ed"oo~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~charocleMt a~mah. moo~
the hfe of one Franz Liszt, "Litsztomania" shrieked in pain as it recieved 15th Music Hall performance. Mayhaps even a "suprise" guest,if
objects • anything imitable in

the bold scarlet x. A huge,obviously larger than life cock seemed to can ever be trusted..,........ and lilting,loquacious Lily Tomlin brings
life. Operating at capacity
scorch the censor's senses and proved inevitably distasteful enough to babycrib of characters to the Orpheum also Nov. 15. Such a dedsion- enrollment, the school,a huge
warrant the condemnation. Across the sea here at home,the cock was Simon or Tomlin? Good luck ... At last..the great rock classics. available barn actually, has attracted
awarded a menial,medoicre R, which may prove debilitating to its' atlast. For thoses familiar with WBCN; the name Jonathan Richman
performers from Japan, Europe,
ego,but hopefully not its'performance...
the Modern Lovers must ring that god-awful cerebral bell. Hits I?till
Canada, and the U.S..
This
And
still
th
t
f
t
th
h'
.
and
spark.ing
like
"Government
Center"
and
the
quintessential
rock
and
fresh
innovative
troupe
of
artists
recently played at New England
...
, e scen S 0 ye ano er censer. T IS time, the paunchy,secretly raunchy smell of the Catholic church. It seems somebody in roll classic, "Road Runner" are now available on an album Chart- Life Hall before enthusiastic
the church now gets off reading F.Scott Fitzgerald ouevre,or that would busters,Vol. I (Berserkley B-0(44). If the album is IlQt available in the crowds.
One of the crowd.
seem to be the only guess available. When Fitzgerald died in 1940 church city,Berserkley's adress is 1199 Spruce St.,Ber kley, California 94707. Theatre Critic Carolyn Clay of
officials sai9 he could not be buried alongside his father in St. 'Mary'S Richman's epic "Road Runner" ,depicting a night drive down a Mass. the Boston Phoenix had this to
cemetary In N.J.,as he had'wanted,because he wasn't a
hjgQwa~witb.on1y his deiform AWM radio for companionship provides a say concerl1ing their show'- u ...
practicing
Catholic and his books were officially out of favor with the {Jerrect backdrop for this bit of turnpike trivia .. A british auto
their work is delightful, as
churCh. Consequently ,he was buried in an inconspicuous grave across the was found guilty of exceeding a 70 mph speed limit by 147 mph.
American as cheesburger in a
street from 8t. Mary's. Now,35 years after his death,the grande-peres of Policeman Laurence Riley said he gave chase to what lookd like a cardboard box. Marceau gave
the Recesses have changed their minds and will allow Fitzgerald's custom-made Rolls-Royce roaring down the highway. But he admitted us Bip Celebration Mime imshabby remains and those of his wife Zelda to reside in the terrain he had that after chasing the Rolls for 21 miles at more than 100 miles an hour,.it· mortalize~ F,arQler Twitchell
originally desired ... This incident brazenly characterizes the ambivalent disappeared in the dust
. The driver,John Dodd,was later stopped and his Sears-roebuck tractor,
relativity of a myth no longer favored with magic,an ancient outmoded oy a roadblock after electronic equipment had clocked him at 217 mph. Spin and Marty Agonistes being
institution that propels the dangerous forces of alienation a'nd 'legend' His home· made car was outfitted with a 27 liter Spitfire Airplane snaked, laked, and mosquitoed to
straight into a people that now demand and cry out for a new It:uIMllt: .• Talk about flying, this Dodd dude makes Bruce Springsteen's death at summer camp,' Adam
"t ua l't
and tie on uLet'sMake A Deal",
SpIn
1 y, f oun ded 'In con temporary rea l·t
1 y,no t ·III mu d- Iml;llel:;tic posturing to pu~ freedom on the roads sound like nalJle1;tcl
I:"
. The carnival of mime and not
dled
'
d M'ddl
eulogizing the Aged as they straddle· their
,mIsmanage
I
e-Age my thos...
so mime moves it's gupsy
ouThe' golden age is upon us. What minds our institutions of higher
..............
wagons to the outskirts 'of
education must be churning out. According to a recent survey of 22
B'water Ot. 30th at 8:00. Tickets
campuses across this U.S. of A., the stpdents favorite magazine is
are $1.00 for students and the
"Playboy" ,the sexist's field manual,followed closely by that cornucopia
general public and $.50 for
of controversialism, the CiReader's Digest" and the humor .rag mag, the
children under 12, and can be
purchased at the ticket counter
"National Lampoon". Yes friends, believe the politicians cliched conof the SU Auditorium,_ ~.
descending hype, 44 •• the future,or lack of it,is -certainly in the hands of our
young ... " And we used to be critical of the pirana,whosometimes eats her
...'u ....~..r
The [OW1WlnQ-.Jyoung. Such duplicity....
morning at 10:00 a.m. C.M.T. will
... the future lies in leadership,innovative,imaginative,outlandish. This
present a special show for area
Friday, Oct. 24 at 7:00 at 655 Atlantic Avenue,Boston, the Socialist's
public elementary schools. The
'pl!blic ' and the student com~
Workers Party will hold a campaign rally with speaker Willie Mae Reid,
the 1976 SWP's candidate for Vice President,talking on "The Socialists
mnnity is also welcome. Both
performanc~~. ~iJJJ}t held in the
Answer to Racism and the Economic Crisis." Ms. Reid ran for mayor of
Chicago against Richard CiBoss" Daley in the 1975 municipal election.
S.U. Auditorium. It will be
Reid was the first black woman to run for mayor of Chicago and the first
nothing short of incredible entertainment.
independant candidate to meet the stringent requirement to get on the
ballot in 40 yrs.,collecting over 65,000 signatures from Chicago voters.
Her running mate is presidential candidate Peter Camejo of N.Y.. The
~
names may be slightly anonymous,but then Ford is a household word and
1. Write' an epic poem no shorter than
where has that gotten us. See, hear these people. You've got nothing to
247 pages long using the following
los~,and' perhaps a future to gain ...
5 words only: cactus, Gold, lime,
.... On MondaY,October 27th at 7:30 pm at Sanders Theatre,Cambridge, the School of 'the Musuem and the Museum of Fine Arts will
Sunrise, Agamemnon.
sponsor a lecture by one of the greater prose artists of our time,author
.2. Read Milton's Paradise Lost. Explain
Jerzy Kosinski,entitled "The Art of Repressed Prayers: Mass Culture i~
why you liked him better when he '
America." The author of such tersely bizarre adventures as "The DevIl
wason TV.
.Tree" ,"The Painted Bird," the anguished,disturbing anecdotal "Steps"
and his newest I "Cockpit", Kosinski has been lauded continually by the
3. Translate a map of Mexico into English,
with
,
literary establishment--National Book Award in Fiction,Le Prix du
leaving
out
all
the
consonants.
Meilleur Livre Etranger etc .. A genuine brother in time with the
A single Rose.
4. Disregard all of the above, make a
psthumously but otherwise neglected master in the letters of alienation
pitcher of Cuervo Margaritas, and
and the inner psyche,Franz Kafka ,Kosinski will undoubtedly be engaging
,' An Arrangement
,
and illumination. Tickets are 2.50 for the general public and 1.00 for
invite all your friends over.
students and are available at the door on the eve of the performance...
... Country musician Earl Scruggs,presently recovering from a recent
Cut Flowers
airplane accident,will soon be honored in UBanjom~n/' a new featurelength film which premieres November 16 in Washingto~ D.C.. The
Green Plants,
movie an all~star tribute to Scruggs,features performances by the Earl
Scruggs Revue,Joan Baez,David Bromberg,The Byrds,R~mbling Jack
Elliot, Tracy Nelson and Mother Earth, the Nitty Gritty DIrt ~and, ~nd
Doc and Merle Watson. The premiere,a benefit for the Amencan FIlm
lPstitu~vill be hosted by
the Tennessee Congressional
26 Central Sq.
delegation,headed by Senators Brock and Baker. Whoooeee,theses folks
Bridgewater
,
take care of their own,yes they do.....
697-6937
... Fine cinema at the Orson Welles. Joan Si1v~rJs 1st featu:e,"Hester
Street" studies the adaptive lives 01 young immIgrant Jews m the late
1800's in N.Y.C.. Charming,thoughtfuJ,produced away from the Dream
Machine and as such exudes a real,ten<ier warmth almost alwa~s
Flowers
missing in the spit-up gruel product that Hollywood hawks .... Gu~ who s
JOSE CUERVO· TEQUILA. 80 PROOF.
.
coming to Boston.Rhyming Paul Simon,fresb on the heels of hiS newest
ered Anywhe:.' .
IMPORTED AND BOTTLED BY C'197~. HEUBLEIN. INC .• HARTFORD. CONN.
release, "Still Crazy". Tickets may still be available for the November
~.~...-..
.
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The Mime
of Introspection
a conversation
with Keith Berger
by Errol Conant ..

The distance between silence is
a momentous one,a spacial hinge enhanced by this great,great
Actually,nothing's there,yet it name that immediately comes to
E.C.: So you are very much
on which swing the gladiator's cathedral ,one of the biggest in
looks like he's
touching mind when one mentions mime;
then concerned about the
sOl!lething.
- Profes·sional1y speaking,how
life-struggle in an alien arena,the .the world. I went on stage_ -and
audience?
would you describe your regard
tenuous fate of a foundling - >; sud~enly it became so quiet. One
Keith: Oh yeah. Absolutely. I
country ....and yet,at the same could not hear a shuffle or .a
E.C.:
Watching
you
perform
for
his work?
.
know professional performers
moment. ... the magnitude of the cough. It was scary and It
this afternoon in the cafeteria, I
Keith: I think Marceau is a
who say, /'1 don't care about the
banal, the steps between a breath. motored· me to dO v~~y well t?at
was amazed
at the muscle, fantastic performer,a fantastic
audience." "I have to do what I
Keith Berger leads one into a night. It evoked a spIritual feelm~
control needed to perform mime. showman. He turns a hell of a lot
do. I can't be worried about them.
universe that is after second with a combination of those things - Because it's my art. If they don't
Can you parallel the muscle of people on. And that's great.·
glance that of ou~ own but am- and I love that. I like to perform in
control needed to be a mime artist He's got a big enough name to do
like it, tough,it's my art form."
plifded,magnified' to 'such a a good facility on a good stage
with any other discipline,artistic that n9w .. ~I personally don't
Now ,there' is some validity to
beholding degree,allowing us to with good lights. It always
or otherwise?
subscribe to his style. rd like to
tha t. They want to keep themwatch curiously,with awe and enhances the show,but I'll perKeith: There are a few mimes do it differently.
selves honest and clean. But, I
recognition around ourselves,as form anywhere.
KC.: In what way different
who I know who are very very
think that,too,for some of the stuff
though we were lions,sheep in an
.
good ,who - have no physical than Marceau?
that I dO,I wouldn't do for a
E.C.: Sometimes people use the
intimate zoo.
Keith: I'd like to make it ~ore
discipline. They are just very
regular audi ence
until they
-Keith captured a touch of terms mime and pantomime become more sophisticated. So I
good actors. There are some gutsY,more nervy,not as flowery
humanity's essence and held it interchangeably and probably
whom I know who are completely maybe. I'd like to make it clearer
perform it for myself and it's
benificently in his trained and incorrectly. Can you explain the
satisfying that way. If I am going . physical. There is no acting in; . I think he muddies things up a bit
meticulous hand's grasp while we distinction· between the two
to perform for an audience, I volved and then some are in some ways. I don'tthink he's as
lUXuriated in its' warmth and its' words?
somewhere inbetween. I believe precise as he could be. Which is
must turn them on. Otherwise
Keith: Well,I have my own
fear. He amused us with the
you have to be both. I practice 6- allright.· He is what he wants to
why should I show them'? Why
~acho gyrations of that near- version. Other people have dif7hrs. a day. A lot of i:I¥ltis in the be,and he's certainly an artist.
would they be interested in seeing
extinct legend, the Cowboy,and ferent ways of ex- plaining it and
it'?
.
physical and it certainly parallels Thank god for him' beca-qse he
then escaped into his own ,and sometimes I get someone who
really is paving the way for
man's own private hell of inex- tells me, "Listen,! don't agree
people like us who are young and
orable Time,in a bold artistic with that at alL" I say fine ,that's
getting into mime.
attempt to break the binding all right. Pantomime,I consider
H.W. :- I've seen Marceau
shackle through the expression of the handling and producing of
several times and I'm glad
art in truant, heretical per- imaginary objects,to make
someone else feels that his
formance, only to writhe something look real when it's not
technique or his style is kind of
straining, bound and screaming there. Mime is to play without
muddy. I don't know if 'you agree
failure.
A
personal words a set in a physical form,like
in
with this,but the thing that.
vision,yes,of a young vibrant a dancer. It's like being an actor
fascinates me with Marceau is his
mind turned inward,but its' and a dancer at the same time.
face. The things he can do with his
ramifications and its' motivation The playing of a script in form is ,
face. -He has thousands of exact
are clearly the property of all what I call mime,but done
faces that can fit anything. I think
silently.
men.
Mantanaro is a better technician
Before the successful perat what he does and he is going
E.C.: Rimbaud,the French
formance, this writer and Hank
places where Marceau is not .
symbolist poet,claimed to be near
Woronicz,an
ama teur
going,like with sound and things
mime,interviewed Keith live in divine when successful-in his
like that.
poetic
aspirations.
Other
artists
the studios of WBIM/FM. Here
Keith: Oh yes,Tony Mantanaro
then is the transcription of that say their art leads them to a vivid
is a fantastic performer.
realization of true reality. What
interview.
E.C.: Speaking about Marfor you Keith is your role as an
ceau,I
wonder if you have ever E.C.: Reading publicity con- artist and what precisely do you
seen
Elaine
Guyon, the_great
eerning previous performances hope to achieve in your life as an
woman mime and pupil of _
that you've given, I've learned artist.
Marceau's perform?
Keith: I think as an artist my_
that you've performed at the
Keith: No. I have not seen her: .
cathedral,St.John the Divine in approach is to reach people who
N.Y .. Do you prefer a particular are not sophisticated,to reach a
E.C.: Can you describe the
atmosphere such as St. John's as general theater audience and to
creative process that ensues when
opposed to the street to perform turn them on. In other words, what
you begin to entertain an idea ora ~c
I do has to be sophis tica ted. I can
in?
E.C.:
To
create
illusion
as
the
workout
that
an
athlete
would
theme as possible ~ime piece.
Keith: Well,I started to do never play down to them. Yet I
masterful as yourself,does the take.
Are you struck by lightning ii1 a
mime intenSively on the street. have to create a lucid image
illusion you SCUlpt within silence
E.C.: Do you practice yoga?
sudden epiphany or does it come
My manager saw me and put me which turns them on,moves them
to
become
or
actually
begin
The
closest
thing
that
I
Keith:
more
slowly?
on tour. Before that I did play at emotionally, and inspires their
become real to you? or is there
come to that,outside of the
~eith: Oh,for some things it
St. John the Divine and reapp- imagination. In other words,if
always that distinction for you stretching exercises is a strikes me like lightning, right on
eared there several times. The they're bored for a second, that
between the real and the unreal?
meditation movement that's t~e floor when I am practicing. I
first time I appeared at st. ain't good. If things are working
Keith: It's real in a way. I have similiar to Tai Chi,only it's my gO,"Yeah baby,why not." Then I
John's,there was a vigil for piece. right,what is evocked is a kind of
to feel it. I can't see it while I'm own thing.
~ry that and it works. Or I get an
This was when they inaugurated spiritual response. People get
doing
it.
I
don't
know
about
other
E.C.: Along with muscle con- Idea and it takes me a couple m
Nixon and also, people were spiritually high from it. This is
people who do pantomime .. If you trol,there's a great deal of months or longer to get it so -it
bombing the Children's Hospital maybe what Rimbaud was
feel it,and make yourself crazy to breathing control.
in Vietnam. There were talking about being close to
looks right. Then I put it in the
believe it,then it happens. I think
Keith: Yah,but I don't work on context of a piece. Sometimes 1-·
thousands there to
listen to divine. It's that particular truth in
a lot lies in how crazy you can . that a lot: I just try to hide my
people talk about it,to see any art- if a particular truth is
ha ve a dream - about something.
make yourself. Because it kind of breathing.
Broadway stars and folks like isola ted and captured and
and I wake up and· I
rubs off on the audience and they
that. Throu ghout
all this delivered)t will evoke that
say, "Wow, that would make a
become a little crazy too to
E.C.: You were speaking beautiful mime play." So I gQ into
nOise,they had me do a silent ten identity or that spiritual feeling
believe in what you're doing. It's generally about other mime
-or fifteen minutes of mime. I was from others and from the artist
a
contradiction of the actual. artists. Marcel Marceau is a my studio where I live - and
so inspired by the energy there,so . himself.
practice the piece and write it all
""Teon-t-to pg. 16.)
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Great Hill Residents:
~Got
naked windows? I've got curtains, orange burlap, custom·
tailored to fit Hill windows~ Slight
rip in one but name your price.
Rings included. Jack Correia,
rm. 306 Scott or ext. 487.

CLISSIFIBDS

Pair of Speakers, 3 way American
made.
Perfect for small
receivers. Best offer.
Jack
Correia, 306 Scott orext. 487.

cellent second car or student
transportation. $600 - call Ti.Ily,
ext. 361,362; ask for Marie...

for sale
1971 ,Maverick - 4 dr., 6 cylinder

automatic, power steering, radio,
new valves. $1100. Call 697-2402.
SKIS
Patriot
fiberglass skis 170cm. with
Tyralia step-in bindings for BEST
OFFER call Joy 238-3346 or 2381726
I panasonic -stereo system in A-I
condition. Has AM-FM stereo
plus turntable and speakers.
Asking $125.00. Call Judy at either
697-8682 or ext. 280

"MINT" BSP McDonald turntable, list price $92.00; including
base, dust cover and pickering
ATE cartridge, list price $30.00;
brand new replacement styles,
list price, $9.00. Asking $55 for
whole thing - inquire in Rm. 221,
Scott Hall.
RUG FOR SALE - $30.00, approx.
IOx12 ft. Beige - excellent for a
guys room, any room at the Hill or
Pope. Inquire in Rm. 40 at Wood.
1965 Mercury Comet Caliente
.coupe, good condition, full
sticker. small 6, automatic, ex-

Traynor custom special amplifier.
Piggy-back model.
Largest o~e made for bass or
guitar. New, never used. Payed
$1000, sale for $650 firm. Call 6981028.
r pro EPI-IOO loudspeakers in
excellent cond., 1 yr. old with new
tweeters. Must sell - switching to
good system list $240, will sell for
$150 or best offer. Call 334-5882
after 6 pm.

Marybeth, make Oct. 23 a good
night, give it all you;ve got. and
do it anyway no. matter what
people say: Y ·OU don't think we
knowaboutit, but we do! .Keep up
- thegoodwork! M&A from Pope
To the person whose jealous of my
gorgeous pink socks and funfunny .
shoes, if you would like to borrow
them I'm sure Buster wouldn't
mind.

, personals
If an Apple a day keeps the doctor
away -- I'm never going to need
one.

well you've seen
JACK V.
something that no one else has
seen. What's the verdict?

Appaloosa Gelding excellent
comformation. Must be seen to
appreciate. Needs intermediate
rider. Call 828-2668 (Canton).

29th 1973 was my lucky day. It
took awhile to decide but it was
the best decision I've ever made. I
Love You, Candy'

rhe Queen in 307-Rah! Rah ~
Rah!
some u-ball players

WANTED---- 500lb of Swiss
cheese, for Scott's third floor RAT
PACK?

Hi handsome, I love you more
today than yesterday but not as
much as tomorrow. Your Kitten.
cMs: the best of life has past you
by but still the best is coming.
Take care. With love, always,
Piglet.ill. It's about that time,
Salt.

Car Stereos for sale. In-dash- Half ROOM #)$ GH- Teninitis-or
Under dash am, fm radios, more appropriately-arthritis?
Cassett and eight track tape Growing old just standing there
players. Speakers, (all Types) on the field?
Brand new . wIwarranty. below
H.C-- we think we've got the "C" ToA.J.: Happy 21st Birthday kid.
list prices!
Installations
.
SO
HOW ABOUT hotlips, honda , Love and kisses, S.J .
arranged. Can Brian at 583-4028.
happpy horny, hot and heavy,
honest, hungry, helpful, ham, Dr. D.: Beware! It's open season
1970 2-door Maverick, standard, 6
huslter, hell-raisin', humonguous on silver foxes!! The Shar
cylinder, 2 new tires, excellent
or
hugable??? from Betty B. ,
condition. Located in Seekonk,
the towel lady and the girls
Mass. CQJltact Rich Ward in Rm.
B.S. : Hey beautiful chick, you
529 Great Hill or call ext. 396 or
All rats unite! Ask the third floor are really BAD. You were great
call 761-7583.
Scott Hall who the rats are. Come
the other nite. I just hope you took
Women's Koflach Ski Boots size 6 join in and help the ra ts take over precuations. We'll have to DO IT
We need your . - again sometime. Your Little
l/2; color - black. Best offer call Bridgewater.
help!! signed-a rat who wants to 6ger
Cindy after 3: 00 pm, 947-8098.
get his (a}-to
DKeep Trying.
To baby brother creep: Happy
bela ted birthday, want another
flowered shirit _for Xmas???
YOUR SISTER: faget

~onvenience
of a checkint!' accountearn interest
like a savings account.
Come in and inquire
about our NOW accounts

·the

D;Q. Goodluck in your business
and keep your light shining.
And who was (ilL. trying toim.
press?
KH-- TEMPER TEMPER! We
love yOU no matter what state of
mind you're in- but just WATCH
IT!
the gang .

B~GEWATER

(35~BANK
IHCOR,"ORATIEO

Mon. - Tu••• - Wed•• Friel.
9 A.M. to 3 P.M.

HAPPY ANNIVERSARY to my
delicious ... Apple.
It's be.en 2
beautiful years of love and we
h!'lve much more to come. Nov.

.87&

Thunclay
9 A.M. to 6 P.M.

of"uominll yourself. Lil{e it oraot.
til was prepared for the body part of the Outward
Bound trip. but 1 sure was surprised at what it
did for my head."
.
'1 guess. in a sense,OutwardBound has taught
me that I am me. A person with limits and fears
andfrnstrations that can be ov~rcome by myself,
and with help from other people."
.
liThe bruises and the blisters and the aches were
all worth it. So far, Outward Bound has been
the most important 25 days in my life."
White-Water CanoeingiRock-Climbing/Sailingi
Back-Packing/Hiking/Camping/Expeditions/
Solo.
Year-round wilderness courses-standard 3 YJ
weeks or 5 to 15 days. Spring~ summer, fall,
winter (interim term). Men, women, co-ed.
Minimum age 16~. Partial scholarships
available.
.
Schools in Maine, North Carolina, Colorado,
Minnesota, Oregon, New Mexico, and at
Dartmouth College.

For infonnatioD) write: Outward Bound, Inc.,165 W. Putnam Avenue, Greenwich, Ct. 06830. Phone (203) 661-mcn.
A_
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Anney: Remember sometime,
somewhere, when you least expect it, I will walk up \0 you and
say "Grrr". The Sklrl

MY FIREMAN: Glad you liked
my pumpkin. Missed you so
much in Vermont I only have eyes
for you Lady Blue
Hi Diane:
Happy Birthday.
We're getting old! !! Have a nice
school year. Will write. Bye,
Maryanne
Dianne and Teresa: Happy 19th!
Keep smiling! This could be your
year! C.M.
D.Q.: You are fantastic. At your
overnight job. Please keep it upand good luck in your busness! !
'l'hanks for
To Twinkles:
listening.
Everyone needs
someone like you.
I hope
sometime we'll both be able _to
spend the time together again.
P .S. The door is always open.
From someone who likes .good
girls.

Karen: _,Hope you get a lot of
French Kisses this weekend. If
·not I'll tell your mother about the
near accident and your mistakes.
Peter, my love is brighter than I l~ve your ring, it reminds me of
the brightest star that shines a necklace I once saw. Feel free
every night above and there is . to use -the stereo. Guess Who.
nothing in this world that could
ever change my love for you.
S.O.L.: October 21 is a very.
Your Suzy.
special day in your mother's life.
JPS: ~he best .of life on your Make the best of it because you're
"Day".' Take care, love;· P :2E. only there one. - the other spice.
You're getting older
... ,your're getting Petter ... , but P-~, Mime, and Associates:
time will tell . ~. take care.· Salt
Thanks for letting me grow. I·
love you. Your Little Sunflower.
PHI PI DELTA: Where do I pick
it up? C. Jriel - Centerville
.B.S. of THIy--Congratulations!
You've made it throtigil. Jr. Toty.
Hang in there one year to go!-Congratulations Donna and Jeff.
CHRIS
Best wishes in the future. Love,
the "K-K Kid"
To R.O. and his· V.W.:
My
exhaust pipes· are not burnt out
yet. How about another muffler
burn? Whose that lady? Love,
Charlene from C.

OutwlJrdBound, 3% weeJts

~----------~~~------------~.~----1""-""",

TO MY GIDGET: Maybe the
Moody Blues should guide our
life. Whatever does, lits not get on
collision courses. I love you too
much. Next time you jump off the
picniC table I wanna be under
you!!! All My Love, Your Body
Worshiper

.

Chuck N.: You never got in touch
with me. Too bad. It could have
been some- thing really good. I'll
be around in case you change
your mind. Signed, You-KnowWho
Ron, Happy Birthday! ! Have a
nice da~., Naryanne
"H.D. Cast" _ -. You've got·
Elegance. Break a leg. Annie
Dear School Teacher:.
Your
remarks were generous but not
called for' Signed, Student L.
Suite 47 - Misss you up the Hill
PAARTY - W.T. i\ND
To Clerow's penpal: Sorry you
had to eat with mouth all those
-times. I'lll make it up to you ...
Somehow.
JG, CH: an~ WT: Congralation
~r ma~ms·lt !! It's been a long
tIme smce I've been that happy
about something! PAARTY. C.
Nancy and Ka thy, you know what
they say. Good Night!

H~y,HodyfHody,

WrJg~ty, Wrighty, Wrong _
Greetmgs and salutations from
the ZOO - many coons, but (Alas

,
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and Alack). No Joeybears, going
mountain climbing in Gondwanaland. See you there. Frinch
Wily - You're not fooling me
I
know and so does he. Ole" ....
Happy Birthday Kathy Verdelli _
Many more.

pets
Free to good homes, 2 German
Shepherd puppies 4 months old.
Have had all their shots. They
need homes fast! Call 828-2883
(Canton).
.

Happy Birthday Roz - Ma you
know no boundarie. Happy Birthday Arthur Cormier Jr. Best of KITTENS!
5 cute, loveable,
luck.
orange and white tabby kittens;
- - - - - - - - - - - - . your choice of male or female.
Makes· the PURR·fect pet.
Hey Dorothy, Your new line Surprise a friend!
Contact
should be "I do believe in Comment Office ext. 260. ask for
newspaper, I do, I do!! '.' OLove, Sue or Toni, or Dotty, or call 697\yadio Fwee Euwope
4609.
Happy Birthday John - Simondau
reemembers your I.O.U. The
Maid

food

wanted
anyone who would
loke to be scorer for the women's
basketball team, please contact
Cheryl in room 43 in Wood by Nov.

CO"Op

3.

There will be a meeting that will
be held on Oct. 28 at 7:30 p.m. at
the Gammons Memorial Church
on Cedar Street,
Bridgewater. At this time you
will be given the full details of the
Co-op and how it will operate.
Tickets will go on sale' at ten
dollars 00,00) , this is a membership fee that is non refundable. You will also be able to
place your first order.
So come and bring a friend,·
this is the only opportunity you
will have to get quality foods at
below supermarket prices. I f you
cannnot attend this meeting you'
may join by mailin a check made
out to Self Help Food Co-op on 196
MainStreet, Brockton, MA 02401clo Albertina Morris.

THe BSC studio band
needs saxophones, trumpets,
trombones and a base guitar to fill
out the ensemble. Rehearsals are
in Boyden Auditorium Tuesdays
and Thursdays at 2:00. If interested, contact Prof. Gannon,
Music Depatment Tillinghast
Hall, rm. 2.
VQlunteers for
Puesto's door-to-door fund drive
:m Saturday morning, October 25.
Puesto
is
a
non-profit
Jrganization Is.erving
the
Bridgewater
community.
Presentlly we are" operating a
hotline, a women's center and a
youth drop.in center.
Puesto
offers information and referral

We have it all! !

V(IQ f€l'

A(IU [a~~ <&

~~r[fQ

. Rt. 104 Bridgewater
2 miles toward Taunton

from the common.

services, criSIS intervention
shQrt-term counseling, community
education,
and
rece.eationfor youth. Since the
sta te has cut back our funds we
are desperately in need of money
in orcer to continue our
programs. If you wish to help am
our door-to-door drive as either a
driver or a collector plewse call
Jeff at 697-8111 or come down to
Puesto at 9:30 am Saturday.
Puesto is located in the Old
METHODIST Parish Hall on
~edar St. behind the Boyden Hall
~arking loL

I

,I
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Introducing
a whole new way

to eat donuts.

hiking
BIKE CENTENNIAL : Be aleader
of our nation's Bicentennial
celebration. Bikecentennial is
seeking 1400 leaders to run
inaugral tours in 1976 of the first
Trans-American Bicycle Trail.
Leaders will receive food, lodging
and normal tour services as well.
as a small espense allowance, all
part of an adventure of a lifetime.
., Over 50 coureess will be offered .a t four major training
centers in Oregon. Col- orado, the
Midwest and the Midatlantic
regions. The seven.day sessions
include slassroom and n£ld instructuon in bicycling technique,
,safety, repair, group dyna- mics.
touring and special bike and
camping skills ~and first aid. In

(Address. hours of operation)

@1!115MI'SCt'fDonut

ad4ition to the training centers.
courses will be hent a' Pt. Reyes,
N. California; Missoula, Montana; and in New England from
April 10 through 16. 1976. Cost,

inc.Uding food,· lodging. instruction. books and materials, is
$75.®.

bikecentennial,
a non-profit,
charitable organization, is
sponsoring the tours varYi,ng in
length from 12 to 82 days,

Open everyday 10 to 8.

you
Th~

Office of Student Affairs has
available the Strong-Campbell
Interest Inven - tory. This instrument
provides
comprehensive information about
your interests and how they
compare to general .and spec~fi~
occupational categones. AdmmlstrMlion, scoring, and. in:
terpretation is avaiable to 1
nterested stufents without
charge.
.
If interested, contact the Office of
Student Affairs.

Breast

GIIS sifi:ad Id Farm
Wanted

Circle heading:
For Sale

Lost & Foun.d

\

Housing

Ride/Riders Wanted

Personal

Other

Ad to read as follows:

-

Cancer?

Health
Fair

,

"The Hole thing" Is a whole lot different than any other
donut you'Ve ever eaten. That's because It's a flavor-dlpped
donut stuck on a stick. In your choice of nine great new
vatietles. Perfect for partl~, snackS, or whenever
you JUSt want something good to eat.
Get stuck on the new dOnut on a Stfck -liThe HoleThing".
Available only at your Mister Donut donut shop. .

raftl~
sponsored by the· The
Women Helping' Others Society
<W.H.O.) October 20·24, i front of
the bookstoore-prizes are;l.case
of Schlitz 2. fifth of Seagrams 7,
3.Season ticket to BSC plays.the
cost is 25¢ eaxh or 5/&$1.00: THE
drawing is Oct.· 29-- lIelp support
the W.H.O. and celebrate the end
of mid· terms !

"

Classifieds

are free for

For non-students:

all students.

.-.

$.05 per wor
Phone

Name

,
Address

Total Enclosed

, ,

13

'
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How to Intprove
Your Reading Skills
Part 2 from
Publishers Student
Service
CONTINUE TO IMPROVE
YOUtt READING SKILLS
Tbe person with a good grasp of
words is usually a good reader
and a good student. Words are the
basis of human communication
and enable people to convey their
thoughts and emotions to each
other. This is why the first word
uttered by a child is proof positive
that this l;ttle being has the
ability to communicate as a
human:
VOCABULARY SHOULD
GROW AS YOU MATURE. At
every grade level. amd stage of
life, it is necessary to increase the
number and understanding of
words. Get to know their structure, that they are composed of
roots, prefixes and suffixes, each
of which has its own definition.
KNOWING THE ORIGIN OF
WORDS HELPS IN UNDERSTANDING NEW ONES.
Most English· words derive from
Latin or Greek. This why some
knowledge of these languages is
helpful. If you know the
derivation of a word's parts then
you will be able to analyze its
meaning.
ALWAYS HAVE A DICTIONARY
NEARBY wether you are reading
for pleasure or for work. When
you are reading textbooks or

technical books, familarize
yourself with the glossary that is

sometimes printed in the back to
define special words. Use it
whenever necessary.
MAINTAIN A LIST OF NEW
WORDS YOU SEE OR HEAR.Be

FL YING PIZZA

on the lookout for ones you don't ported by. details in which you
know. Jot them down, look them mayor may not be interested ..
up, and then make a point of using Try to span as many words as .
them in writing or speaking at possible with a continuos rythmn
least twice as soon as you can. At of eye movement or fixations"
the end of a month review your
WHEN YOU· READ A
list and see if you remember their NEWSP APER OR AMAGAZINE
meanings and how to use them. OR NON-FICTION, yOU WANT
ADAPT YOUR SPEED SO YOU TO GRASP THE HIGHLIGHTS
"
U N D E R S TAN D
THE AND SOME DETAILS This kind
MATERIAL A good reader 'must of reading is for generall inI
learn to balance speed with formation, n differs from your·
acuracy. Don't expect to read
leisure reading
because the
everything at the same rate. Like material is more serious, not as
a well-tuned car, your eyes must light ot as easy to comprehend as
~~~~~~~~~~
adapt to the terain. Aboveall, you fiction, for example. But it still
f'
must understand and remember might not be necessary to take in fEvent: Professional.Night
what you read.
every word or every sentence
t Sponsored by: National Student Speech ,
READ WITH A PURPOSE, BE completely.
AWARE OF WHAT YOU READ WHEN READING' A TEXT
AND WHY Your speed should be FIRST SURVEY THE ENTIRE
and Hearing Association :
adjusterl to the type of material.
BOOK Look over the table of ,
Don't expect to whiz through a
contents, chapter headlines and
chapter of biology at the same· subheads. Get an overview of the , Date: Oct. 29, 1975
,
rate as a chapter of a novel.
author's objectives by reading the
SCANNING MATERIAL FIRST
introduction and preface.
Time : 7:00 p.m.
f
CAN BE HELPFULin nearly all
STUDYING
REQUIRES t
types of reading Get in the habit
CLOSE READING because you
tPlace: Green Room · Student Union
t
of surveying headlines, chapter
will need to remember· more
headings and subheads first.Look
of the details to
for the main ideas. Next you will support the main ideas. Read
Building,
want to . know the important each chapter for the important
details that support them. Read concepts and as many details as
Featuring: Speech Therapist-school
,
carefullly the first and last necessary to comprehend the.
paragraphs which should state material. Underline major points
t
system
,
the .~o:ost important facts and· and make margin notes to
conclusions. You should read the highlight your observations.
straight material in between at a After you have finished reading,
Speech therapist · clinic
'
faster rate that allows you to question youtself, review the
understand the matter in as much S1.lrp~rY·i£tbeF~is ort~:-and then
depth as you
want. Just look' back to see if you have unremember to keep your eyes derstood the material.
.
moving foward.
Graphic material can help
IF YOU ARE READING FOR reading comprehension. Do not.

697-8631

Telephone

..

Bridgewater delivery only

f5:00-11:00)

rrues.-Sun.

t

t

t

ENJOYMENT YOU CAN SKIM overlook the impor~ance of
more _ asHy over the
lines, tables, maps, graphs, drawings
paragraphs and pages. I'f is r.ot; and photographs which are inimportant that you take in every eluded to reinforce your unword or sentence in depth.·As in der~tanding of the text.
most writing each paragrraph
next week Part 3
usually has one main idea sup-

:::::~:irector

t

t

t

of Special

Services

All welcome

!
,

t

.

~~~~~~~~~

u

PHOTOGRAPHY· CLUB
by Ellen F. Throop

The
Bridgewater
Photography Club viewed the
Fall Follieage through a wide
angel approach beginning 4:00
p.m. Friday October 17.
Some members chose to sneak
off to Franconia Notch hoping to
bring back their photographic
blend of art science an pleasure,
others stayed closer to home.
The latter consisted of an intimate ,group traveling approximately 15 miles to the
ram~ling pin-laden hill top estate,
Harris-ott, pleasantly overlookin9
a lake.
Commander of this elegantly
placed, photographers haven is
Dr. Erwin D. Harris of the
Physics Dept., advisor to the club.
Members were enthusiasticly
greeted and encouraged to greely
roam the acreage shooting all of
nature's and man's best angles.
While the fraternity of
photographers, assisted by Dr.
Harris, captured their enchantment on film; inside the 80
year old house, condiments and
preparation for the after shooting
repase was skillfully being
readied by. Cora, Prof. Harris'
sensitive scholarly secondary
school-teacher photograpber
wife.
Dinner was sumptuously enjoyed by all, abD(~phericly set
with wine, smells of wood buring,
an selections of Chopin turning.
the ear with the daz#ing personal
touch of Harris at the piano.
The evening had just began

campus.

Adelicious Sirloin Steak
plus
golden brown French Fries
plus
1frosty pitcher of beer
plus
all the salad you want t,o· make.

Steak, pitcher of beer and more. Now only $3.95.
· Sunday through Thursday, with this ad

EMERSONsrrn

Cocktails, wine and beer available.

BSC-

Newton

Peabody

1114 Beaco·n S. t.

(617) 964-2029

15 Newbury St.:N

Randolph

49 J

High St.

Routes 1 & 128 n
1

Lawrence 75
(6 1 7) 986-4810 (6 7) 535 0414
75 W· thr .
lProvidence
.
J.n
op AVE.
1 4
(617) 683-16.31
. 9 0 PAwtucket Ave

The club expects a guest
speaker on pboto journalism and
concentrations on imtructional
woritshopswiU bea focus on their
liptsfo;
activities to come. ..
.
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a viewer's eye. Her projection of
slides incorporated a rich display
of New England's Gray Lady, the
island of Nantucket and Cliff
Rock; New Port's elaborately
wealthy and enriched bayside
area
Harris' wife the daughter of
two photographers, created a
colorfull theme featuring land
and sea scapes.
To accommodate his wife, Dr.
Harris provided a forceful yet
praiseworthy critique of Cora's
work, again encouraging his
young photographer friends to'
establish their pursuits of the art
and science of photography.
Alloted time also afforted
Craig, the clubs pres. to conduct a
brief business meeting priducing
future plans of events and ac~
tivities.
Holloween vandalism . insurance will be olfred to
Bridgewater area residents as a
fund raising project.
November. 11 is scheduled and.
promised to be another successful
shooting dinner party given by
Joya Doran and Ellen Throop
offering a quaint bicentennial
setting of Mattapoisett village.
Committee's are geaing up for
the December planned photoexibit contest to be held on

......... ....... .'." .--.... -. .. .

R9utes 44 & 1A

414-. 6040 .

. (401)
..~t •.'1:./!.";; •. ,':., .••. ~., .
.-.. '-<_ ~ .....t:

."~
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NEW ART BULDING
by

The Comment
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srnE~DULED

Rick T:mn ~r

While there remains a
moratorium on construction of
new buildings on campus, the
humm of new activity is present
in one of the Colleges' oldest
buildings; the former Clement
Maxwell Library opposite Boyden
Hall and the Student Union. More
commonly know as the Humanity
Building, the edifice is currently
undergoing renovation as the Art
Building. Considered a handsome
building with it's' turn of the
century architecture, the interior
is being completely refurbished to
accomodate enlarged facilities of
the art department which will be
moved from the catacombs of
Boyden Hall.
.
Dr. Jorden Fiore, Chairman of
the History Department, noted
the building as having opened 70
years ago as the Albert Gardener
Boyden Gymnasium. It was
complete with coeducational
atheletic facilities and considered
a major step in improving the
image of Bridgewa tel' as a
coeducational instituttion. When
the present Kelly Gymnasium
opened in1956, the building was
renovated to become the college
library in 1958, placing stacks in
the
former race track and
baseball court. The Clement
Maxwell Library was named in
1964 in honor of the president who

served until 1962. When the
present library was constucted I
the vacant spa~e was utilized by
the Humanities Department for
offices. .
Since Art Department space
and facilities are a premium in
the basement of Boyden , it has
become increasing!ly more important to plan and develop
adequate room for both studios
and classrooms. The undertaking
is being
developed by Paul
Carroll Associates, Boston who
are altering the interor while
trying to perserve the basic
building components alalready
existing. The main level will be
composed of a reception foyer and
an impressive, but modestly
sized gallery in the center as one
enters. Abutting the reception
area will be a slide library, a
seminar room, as well as the
chairmans office and the
receptionist's desk. The additional space to the right lof the
gallery will be reserved for print
making,the left for drawing and
painting . Behind the gal.. area
will be located a bay of offices and
the methods rooms. Above the
gal. a suspended ceiling is being
constucted to accomodate
classroom facilities. This unique
feature will increase space while
promoting a visual floating affect.

panels in the main gallery. The
mechanics of the structure will be .
brilliantly painted throughout.
Filtering sunlight will brighten
every room of the art 'bunding as
the original windows. will remain
intact. The· false ceiling of
yesterday is to be removed in
favor of an open appearance with
exposed beams.
The Carroll
Assoc. are intent on perserving
the orginal decor of the building'
while head way for new· and
enlarged facilities.
When the recycled structure is
opened , it will be a handsome
additionto the College. Mr.
Stephen Smalley Art Department
Chairman , enthusiastic ally
noted the building H as being an
exceptional facility within the
:;tate college ·system." The
resources of the building will not
oe limited to it's approximately
L25 art majors but preferably to
the entire campus. The
:-enovation project will allow for
:nore freedom in directed en. leavors and hopefully broaden
lPpreciation of the arts here.
rhe most impressive element will
>e the measure of activity within;
"a community of artists" as Mr.
,malley added. The old structure
viII soon add to it's extensive
listory the humm of creativity
midst a totally new enviorment.
t

The former track track will house enable many
the dimensional arts(metal, handicapped visitors to be
sculpture, and ceramics) are to moblized about the various floors.
be located. The metals area will Newer accomodations will mean
be sub-divided into specialized increased enrollment in most
activityrooms or cubicles. An classes excluding metal working.
elevator is being installed for use
The interior will be basically
on the 3 levels . This step will stark white with grasscloth

The follo~ng are the names of the girls who we~
selected as finalists for Homecoming Queen 1975.
Anne Butler
Diane Carchio
Donna Kane
Barbara O'Brien
Marty Ruegg
Paula Yale
These girls will now meet the Homecoming Queen _
selection co~ttee who -will rate the girls on
criteria which the connnittee will set.,Each member
of the committee will rate each girl and none will
know the final outcome until rumoWlced at the
football rally in the gym Nov. "7. Good Luck to all
the girls.
Homecoming Committee
Watch for HOMECOMING 75 Brochures
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conversation with Berger (con't ...)
down. Then 1 go oaCK to oed. Then
I get up and read what I wrote and
usually I throw it away because
it's usually garbage. But
nevertheless,you try many
things,you throw many of them
awaY,until eventually you get a
kirfd of mudpie of stuff.
E.C.: and you choose from that
just what you will perform on the
stage.
Keith: Right. I have about 6hrs.
worth of material. Tonight I
would do an hour and a half of
that.
H. W.: I would like to ask Keith
about his open workshop this
afternoon. I was there and I was
suprised at how you ran it.
Because usually I would expect
the mime to come in and do
isolations,separations,reversals
and things like that. You went
above that into conceptual type of
things like form,feelings,relating
some empathy with the audience
and people on stage. Do you think
that people didn't quite tinderstand what you were talking
about?
_
Keith: Yes,it's a hard concept'
to grasp. We're conditioned to
have an image in our minds of
wha t performing is and especially
mime. This image is usuaJly
contrary to what I teach.
Although I use these terms too
that you used and these exercises.
But I think this is the first thing I
would like to lay on people because IF I don't,then they get hung
up on those technique exercises.
E.C.: To clarify for the radio
audience, terms
such
as
isolations,conceptmil work are

I'm out of my mind. Just to go into difficult thing. I go for 'quick
mime,period they're convinced response. A lot of mimes will not
I'm a nut. What person in their _ play in the street or in a cafeteria.
Just not their thing. They're used
right mind would do something
like this? They thought I was . to doing a set piece,and not used
going into a kind of catatonic or to improvising off the crowd. I
schizophrenic state and they were don't blame them. But that's part
very worried about that,but I
of my thing. If I don't get a
by Susan Mi3kcllY
wasn't though.
.
response,I have to dig harder.
E.C.: Do they still view your The first cafeteria I played I
choice of mime as a career as
didn't get response very quickly
Bridgewater·· State College
foolhardy?
~
and I said, "Oh no." It was such a . competed in the national tourKeith: No,because now I'm large place,hard to play. The nament of Pi Kappa Delua the
successful at it. Y'know,I'm second place I played was a lot national forensic honary, iIi
making a little bit of bread and easier. It was closer. People could Philadelphia, winning several
that speaks to them. When I see me a lot easier.
individual awards plus a cerE.C.: Have you ever felt the
wasn't for a long time,it was hard
E. C. : So you prefer a tificate for team excellence ..
need to suddenly let your voice
for them to take. Y'know,why smaller,more intimate sort of
·aational championship for
loorein a performance? Or do you
don't you go to school,why don't setting?
competive speaking was held at
always feel wonderfully certain
you do this or that. I didn't want
Keith: No. I have to contradict Niagara University In order to
being silent?
to. I wanted to do mime. "You're that. Iwould say, not smaller,but qualify for nationals, ..j:3C team
Keith: Oh yes. I am much more
crazy kid."
more intimate.
members~were re quired to win
comfortable being silent. When I
E.C.: That can be sometimes trophies in tournaments of
was a kid, I didn't say much. I
KC.: Can you talk a little about difficuly to achieve.
specified size, and they did for a
was a little crazy. One time I
Paul Curtis' American Mime
Keith: Yah. I fact the best thing total of nine individual entries.
stopped talking for two months. I
Theatre?
. is when you have a big place. This 75-7 season ~il1 open with
was about 12. It was because
Keith: If anything is closest to that's intimate, like st. John the BSC hosted tournament on Oceverything I said I thought was
what! do it's Paul Curtis. To me I Divine. That's the best thing for tober 31- November 1. Apkind of ridiculous. I had to make
respect this more that any other me.
proximatly fifteen eastern
up for that by saying something
mime theatre in the world. To me
schools will compete in twelve
else,and that usually flopped, so I
KC.: Are you optomistic about categories of competive speaking
he is the most brilliant mime I
thought, "I'll just say nothing."
and drama on campus. Anyone
have ever seen. We are of course the future of the art of mime?
'After a week,I was very comvery good friends. We go antique
Keith: It's hard to tell. I don't intereste in competing in these
for table saying nothing. It went
.
events or debate either at the BSC
huntI'ng together. His style is know. I kind of think so one
on for about two months. I went to
tournament or later in the season
kinds of doctors and the school
different from mine really. We waY,and in another way,it could shoul contact coach Susan
kicked me out and finally my
have our differences along the take kind of a downslide. I'd like Miskelly in the Student Union C
mother started crying so I
line. Mime is a great discipline for that not to happen. It would ommunication Arts and Sciences
said. "Look, don't cry," and I
and he runs his theater like a boot put me out of work,but I'll always Department.
started talking again. .
Society closed its most succamp. But anyone who is in- perform in the street.
E.C.: Your mother and father
cessful season in 1974~1975 With a
terested should try to check that
are both psychologists?
out as an alternative to the
E.C.: You've been performing total of thirty awards in' eight
Keith: Right. How did you·know . French Mime style. '
for quite a time. Would you really categories of competive speaking
that?
E.C.: Is the AMT located in want to do anything else? Are you including. persuasive , inE .C.: Ilearned it in your
humorous
New York?
quite happy with the way things formation .and
biography
Keith: Yes
are right now?
speaking , and, rhetorical
Keith: I didn't know it was in
E.C.: Do you teach your classes
Keith: Well,I don't Know. I criticism, original poetry and
controlling the five areas of the
body;the head,the neck,the
chest, the waist and the hips.
These are the areas that a mime
will concentrate on. He must have
control of these. The mechanical
man is an isolation,the wall piece
is an isolation. The exercise,inclinations and separations
all go to make the art of
mime,and then incorporating
these things together. They're
terms. like
run,tackle,block,within the art.

all

probably puzzling and foreign to there.

most people not involved in mime.

Could you explain this nomen-.

cia ture ?
H.W.: I like to call isolations,separartons,reversals,-building
blocks to the mime. They're
exercises that you go through

at that theater?

H. W.: Checking up on you. We

have a file. (all laugh}
.
E.C.: How did they view this
sort of behavior? Did they view it
as psycholo gists or were they
just emotionally upset parents.?
Keith: Well,they're convinced

GER's con't.
now classified as free electives.
So you are not restricted when it
comes to taking a set number of
courses in your major. The GER
credits should be distributed in a
ppropreate balance among the. 5
academic groups and the
remainder elected in accorcance
with each student's interests.
Only one (3 semester hours) in
your major field may be applied
toward the GER, excet for
English and History majors in
which a maximum of 6 hours may
be applied.
Engish
Proficiency in English Composition is required of' all
students. This requirement may
be satisfied by successfully
completing a CLEP examination
(essay required) or "chllenge"
examination, or by passing ENIOl
(English Composition 1) with a
grade of B or better. Students
who receive a grade of C or below
in EN 101 will be required to take
EN 102 (English Composition II),
~hich will not count toward
General
Education
Requirements.
Within Group II, not more than
a total of 6 hours from anyone
:lrea will be counted toward
General
Educatim
Requirements.
Mass state law requires all
;tudents to take a course in the
:ederal and state constitutions.
;tudents may fulfill this
requirement by electing HI 221
(US History to 1865). Those who
do not elect HI 221 must take PO
$$ I t '

Forensic
Society

?73(US and Massachusetts
Constitutions) .
The distribution of GER
courses must include the
minumum number of semester
hours in each of the 5 academic
groups (total 39 hours). The
remaining· 6 hours may be
selected in any of the 5 groups.
There is an extra added attraction that accompanies the
GER reVISIOns. 'Students now
have the opportunity to fulfill
their own General Educa tion
Requirements. The student must
exercise this option before the
beginning of the Sophomore year.
A proposal must be drafted by the
student which clearly sets forth
his general education goals, a
rationale for these goals and a
plan, including a list of specific
::ourses, for meeting these goals.
rhe proposal shall be submitted
)t a faculty General Education
':::ommi ttee consisitng of one
member from each of the 6
dividions. If approved by that
committee and the Academic
Dean, the proposal may then be
implemented. Changes in the
program may be granted by
petition to and approval of the
General Education Committee
and the Academic Dean.
If you slill have questions on
you GER's see your advisor, or
SGA representatives, or any of
the Administrators. They are
there to help you, take advantage.

a.JI"

made a movie called "Angels" dramatic .pairs. In tournament

Keith: 'No,I have my own which I hope will be released this competion: SSC met students .
studio. .'.
winter by Columbia Pictures. I'm
writing a film script that a few
E.C.; In N.Y. also
Keith; Yes,in New York. I'll people are interested in now. I'm
probably have a class this writing the second draft of it. It
summer.
I
welcome
would be a mime film. I'm improfessionals,amateurs,people
teres ted in filming,possibly
who can hardly walk. If you're in directing a mime theater. some..
N.Y.,look me up Maybe I.lI be day. But,ah to me and the art of
teaching.
mime,I see some areas I haven't
E.C.: You're in the phone book? delved into extensively yet and
Keith: Ya.
'can't do yet. I would like to teach
myself how to do that. Maybe I'll
E.C.: In improvisational be ready in a couple of years. I
mime,on the streets which you think I'll always have something
are famous for,or as today,in our constantly to do in the future. And
cafeteria,how does the· audience I would be happy to do mime the
and its' diverse reactions affect rest of my life,until my bones
creak.anyways.
your performance?
Keith: When I perform in the
street or in a cafeteria,it's a

from over 230 colleges and .
universities from 43 states among
them: U of Southern Cal, Ari$ona
State U., Arkansas, South
Carolina, Iowa, Air Force, Yale!
Louisianna Tech., and local.,
competition from Maine, U,
Mass,· Emerson, Suffolk, and
Stonehil), Team members
travelled over 5,000 miles through
'six states for ten tournaments.
Thirty trophies in a season is
always impressive and even more
impressive consi .ering the f ct
that the re ler of BSC. competions
was composed of students totaily
without high school forensic
experience and with ·only an
average one year of college experience.

frompg.3
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See the Student Government Stuoent Body's wallet.
Silly
Association. See the SGA. Go go Mike! Ray and the Gang try to
,
SGA go! See the people on SGA. tell the funny student body about
I,
They are good boys and girls. Silly Mike. But the funny student
They wani to improve the body just sleeps. You are very
I
Campus. They are vety, very fu~ny, student body. Silly, silly
I
good.
MIke! Leave it to Mikey! He'll
I
WI
See the stUdent Body. You are take anything.
.
I
e
part of the stuent body. See the
Ray and the Gang try to warn
I
Student Body sleep. See the the Funny Student Body about
l
~
I· stuent body li:inore.· Sleep, sleep. lots and lots ~f things. The funny
I
e,
I Snore, snore. See Ray. Ray & tne stud.ent body Just sleeps. "This is
•
1 SGA are trying to wake up the gettmg very dull," says the SGA,
1
1 student body.
See ttl funny "we may have to sleep soon too!"
I
I student body. The studnt body This is getting bad," says the
•
I won't wake up. "Oh silly student campus Newspapers. "Bad, bad,
I
I body!" says Ray. "Silly silly bad! You are very dull and bad,
I
I silly," says the SGA.
' student body!", says Ray. Soon
1
V le.
I
See the campus Newspaper. all be de~d for another year.
I
I They want to help too. But they Thos IS a warning to you
I:
I can't wake up the Silly Student s.leepe~s. Who do we write to you
I
I Body. It just snores. It snores so like thIS, you ask. Very simple,
I
I loud, it can't hear Ray, the SGA, when we try to reach you like
I
I or' the campus newpapers. Oh, ~rownups, you don't listen. You
I
.
I
I you funny funny student body. Just sleep.
I
.
I
See Mie., Mike is a Royal .
I
..
I Duke! Mike wants to pick the SIgned
S 11YI Spot, &
.
•- - - - - - - - - - - - - .i)ick' Jane,a
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ell run a
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WOMEN'S
VOLLEYBALL
UNDERWAY
BSe'svolleyball team faced
a tough Spring field College varsity in their season
opener.Bridgewater had to be
consider'ed the underdog,since the
last time the two teams met se
bombed the Bears 15-0,15-1.
The Bears turned around in
this game before bowing 15-9,15-4.
Bridgewater next faced l)}I1ass
in a Friday night match at
Amherst.After dropping the first
game I5-H,BSe came from
behind to take a 15-12 decision in
the next game.In the third and
deciding game,BSC trailed at one
point by as much as 7 points
before fighting their way back to
win the game 15-11 and the match
The entire team played well,but
soph Rosie Ventura turned in an
outstanding performance allaround for Bddgewater,keeping
the ball alive on numerous occasions with diving saves.
Bridewater climbed over the
.500 mark when a victory over
Brandeis pushed them to a 2-1
record.Bridgewater completely
dominated the match, taking it in
2 straight games 15-7 and ~~~o.

SPORTS
varsity line- up was switched
around to provide a stronger
scoring punch but this strategy
seemed to be unsuccessful as
they lost 5-1. The Bears did score
first, though, when Doreen
Quintiliani put the ball into the
net with an assist going to Sue
Walas. Goalie Esther Holmes, .
has to be given credit for some
excellent saves throughout the
game, whill Jody Nicker son
played a solid defensive game in
her fullback-position ... ""
The BSC JV'g team' won the
second game of the day by a score
of 2-1. Northeastern was forced to
play three quarters of the game a
girl short because of an illegal
substitution. With ten seconds left
in the first half, Monica Querzoli
drove in what proved to be the
winning goal and the score was
final at 2-1.
U. Mass. was the next
Bridgewater victim, losing to
both the var sity 2-1 and the JV 2O.
The halfback 'line made
themselves known in that game
with Sue Walas, the center back,
tallying the first point and the
assist going to Kathleen Parker,
the left halfback.
The JV game' went scoreless
through the first half, then Sue
Waletkus blew the ball past the U.
Mass. JV goalie on a sensational
drive fjgm the top of the circ10ff of
a penalty corner. Erin Egan then
tallied an insurance goal with five
minutes left in the game. Cheryl
St. Onge was credited with yet
another shutout in goal.
Throughout the game sh~ continuosly overwhelmed
the
onlookers with some remarkable
saves.
The varsity's record now
stands at 2-2-1, while at 5-0 the
JV's remain undefeated.

A PUZZLE
Find all 13 AFC teams in the
following puzzle ..
Time limit:
1. If you are an avid football
fan- 10 minutes.
2. If you are a so-sO football
fan- 20 minutes.
3. If you don't know what
football is- 3 years!

e H
e 0
M 'B
A .C
B -N
R I
0 I
W S
N J
S D
F U

AR G E R S
LT S J. ST
I L T E EO
OL E F J I
HL E S SR
C I L R pT
LE E B SA
TL R· F JP
AP S· I SO
OL P H I N
S ·R E D I A

S 0 ·X
G 0

B

C 0
B J

S

N I
G L
AM
L A
S 0
RC

N
0

0

E B C

Karen Tewksbury

R
B
X
K

FiIF~ID

WOMEN'S TENNIS

HOaffiY
AT 2-2-1

By Susan Sheahan
The past two week.s have been
busy ones for the BSC field hockey
teams. The varsity won one game
and lost two while the JV's won
three and lost none.
The varsity started it off with a
3-0 loss to U. Conn. Although the
defense played a fairly solid
game, the team, still lacks an
effective offensive attack.
. Two days later. the JV's
travelled- to· Wheaton'where they
easily romped to a 9-0 win over
the home team. Marianne May
recorded 3 goals, Becky Welch
and Erin Egan tallied twice each,
while Brenda Rumbus and Linda
Quintiliani scored one apiece.
Both teams were challenged
next by Northeastern.
The

,,

Athlete of the Week

RESLM PREPARATION
Tuesday, Oct. 28th,
1·1-12 SU-1
All interested senicrs
welcome to .meet
a I~e
'
•

"10 lit;- il'

l.'1t

l'jl

-'If
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Wendy Reid
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... , ............~!!b
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Starting next week the athlete
of the week will resume its weekly
presentation only with your cooperation.!t is impossible for the.
Sports staff of the Comment (2) to
make a decision on the best
player from all sports; and that is
what the Athlete of the Week
consists of: all sports,men and
women. If those of you who write
in articles to the Comment would
pick the best performance of any
offensive or defensive player it
would greatly be appreciated.·

' " H . . . . .-

........

>.> • • _
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BITS- N' PIECES
IN SPORTS

CROSS

o
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N
T
R
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by Kevin Hanron

, During the last two weeks the
Bridgewater State cross country
team finished its dual meet
season and then competed in the
first of 4 postseason invitational
races.
First, on Saturday, October 11,
the Bears travelled to Dudley,
Massachusetts where they
destroyed Nchols College, 16-39.
But this had to be the most difficult "easy'" win of the year, as
the harriers faced drenching
rains and formidable hills (230
feet rise over .7 miles, for
example) over a 4.8 mile course.
Nevertheless, captain Mike
McCabe,
Hanover's
Peter
Gregory stoughton freshman Jay
Jardin and Scituate's Scott
Newkirk all finished in 26 minutes
and 30 seconds for a 4-way first .
place tie.
Only one Nichols
harrier was able to break up the
shutout, finishing ahead of the
Bears' fifth runner, Silver Lake's
Rich Agnew.
The vi tory, over the Bisons
gave BSCa 6-2 dual meet record
this year, their 3rdconsecutive
season with a .750 percentage or
better. And, over the last three
years, coach Chris' Brady has
guided the team: to:a total of 24
. wins and 5 losses.
.
Last Saturday, the running
Bears again ran into monsoon
wea ther as. they tra veiled to
Franklin Park, Boston for the
Cdfish Bowl meet. In addition,
BSC was beset with injuries to
Rich Agnew, the #5 runner, and to
Mike McCabe, the junior captain
from Norton. Rich was unable to
compete because of an injured
ankle, but McCabe dashed out of
I

the emergency room of Brockton'
Hospital just 2 hours before the

race as doctors checked out an
infected· foot, then drove to
Franklin Park just in time to
run.
The Codfish Bowl race was ru 'n
under some of the most miserable
conditions ever; ,~~~qUJ,1t~~ed ky.,~,
the BSC team. First, 9 consecutive high school championship races (with about 1000
runners) had trampled the grass
on the Franklin Park golf course

into 4 inch'deep mUd. Secondly,
driving rains and strong winds
combined with 50 degree temperatures numbed the runners'
legs, with winning times being
slowed greatly.
Preceding the Codfish Bowl
was the women's collegiate race
over a 2.2 mile course.
Shrewsbury's Linda Dodd rim
very well while actually finishing
11th overall In 17 minutes and 13
seconds. However, some shoddy
course officiating by meet
directors allowed 7 runners to
pass her a t the one mile mark
through a short cut. Although
confusion was the order of the
day, Boston State coach. Bill
Squires (as chief meet diector)
was very unprofessional in
allowing this Unfortunate incident
to occur.
In the men's race, the Bears
went up against some of the
toughest colleges in New England
and New York, including Boston
University, St. John's, Fairfield,
Brandeis, SMU, Keene State,
Springfield, and Boston State.
Boston State's Mark Duggan
took top individual honors while
finishing the 5' mile course in
25:24. Peter Gregory was BSC's
first finisher, placing 55Ul-Overall
in 27: 17.
Other Bridgewater
runners completing the course
included Jay Jardin (100th) in
28:45, Mike McCabe (1l5th) in
29: 10. Scott Newkirk (140th) in
30: 27,. Mark Lanza (156th) in
32:07, and BobWhite (161st) in
32:20.
In team competiion, st. John's
University. captured first place
with 55 points, followed by

by Joe Silvi
Charlie Finley has done it
again.Before anyone had the
chance topredict that Alvin Dark
would be fired,he was.This is
another one of Charlie's many
mistakes It seems that Dark was
the ideal puppet for Finley
because for two years the man did
just about everything the owner
told him to do, except winning a
fourth straight title for the
A's.Ah,but it was because of
Finley's biggest mistake ever
that might have. cost him a fourth
titlejnamely the loss of one James
Augustus Hunter.. .Is Gene Mauch
~ext?,... Don Kessinger could be
playing for" the Red Sox next
season.;a backup for Burleson and
a possible thirdbasemen if Rico
decides to retire ... Where have
,you gone Mel 'Lunsford? The Pats
are looking everywhere for
_ you.Woo,Woo,Woo ... The Patriots
signed offensive end and ex-Chief
Elmo Wright to replace Lunsford.You remember
Elmo.Everytime he scores a
tOllch- down he pretends he's
killing an army of ants ... It is that
time of year· where baseball
players either expect ofr want to
be traded.Amon~ them are Bill
North Sal Bando,Ken· Holtz-

man,DocEllis,John Ellis,Jack"

Brohamer,Steve Renko and Bob
Bailey ... A proposal has been
adopted by an NCAA committee
for a payoff plan to determine a
national champion in college
footbal1.A vote on the proposal
will be made sometime in
January ...Manager roulette is a
fun pastime played by owners
and/or presidents of baseball
teams.From Opening Day 1975 till
now,no less than 11 teams have
canned their managers.Ifi"you can
name them all and name their
replacements you may win a oneway all expense paid trip f()r one
to Western Massachuseettts. (If
any of you out there are from
Western
Mass.,justsend your
cards and letters directly to the
Comment Office,please)
... Believe it or not the Boston
Bruins have been playing for 2
weeks now and despite a so-so
. start their record at printing
time was 2-1-2. Terry O'ReilJy
has been the big surprise with 5
goals
in
the
early
. games ... Well,the epic battle of
Monday night baseball versus
Monday night football never did
materialize~
ABC must've
breathed a sigh of relief when the
World SerieS game was can'celled.:;

Southeaster Mass.
The Bears finished ahead of SL'

Michael's, Gordon Cllege, st.
Ans~~~'s, Norwich· Univ.ersity,
UMame (ll1rtland-Gorham> and
UMaine (Presque lsI).
tlSC~s" cne"t meet will be
Saturday, .wh~n they travel to
Plymouth, New Havshire for the
NCAA Divisiop. III New England
Championships.

AND wEATHER
BIGGEST FOOTBAlL GAME
OF THE SEASON!
The Men"s Athletic Association
is sponsoring a free hus ride to
the Boston State football game
this Saturday.
Bus will leave Kelly Gym at 11: 30.
Come if you're a fan
and enjoy the good times
against Bridgewater's biggest rival:

BOSTON STATE

S.D.

pieces of information concerning
sport news of the past week or so
in either the pro or college level.)

Springfield CoUege, Keene State
(N.H'), Boston State, and

BEARS LOSE

Sign up at the

in this section we will nave bits and

Information Booth

'

They called it footbaU.Most
people would call It 'hlavmg a
mud bath on a Sat- urday
Tnere was more water on
the field in Dudley Mass. than
was dumped on the Gulf Coast by
. hurricane Gloria a few years
back.lnspite of it all the game
ended with the Bears on the .
short end of a strange 2-0 score to
Nichols College. Let's give it to
you straight from the beginning.Therejust fsn'tmuch to say
about. this game.!f someone told
you that this game was a
defensive battle,you· would
probably either· give that person
a standing ovation or give that
person a· Telly Savalas
lollipop. The only score of the
game came late in the third
period. The Bears had the ball on
about their own 20 on a fourth
down and punting situation. The
wet snap form center was high
and went over the head of the
punier bill Flaherty and into and
through the end zone for the-twopointer. The restof the game was
played within the two 30 yard
markers. Whether the game
should have been played- at all
was up to tbe Nichols' coaches.It
was their Homecoming,but ...is
that what they eall football '??
'EXTRA POIN~S - Some stats on
the game: Lefebvre of Nichols
had an. amazing day rushing for
124 yards.The Bears as a team
had 56 yards.ln total offense the
Bears had 84 yards to Nichols'
153.ln first downs,Nichols had 9
while, the Bears had 4... When
Marc Kerble was asked how' the
field was last Saturday, he
replied,"Like that",while
pointing to a quagmire that a 5
year old kid would not have the
audacity to jump into ...

<:

.;

Tennis: Team .
·Finishes· Second
'''.,-

by Kevin Hanron
The BSC tennis team placed
second in the Massachusetts State
College .Athletic Conference·
championships, played on October 10-11 a t Salem State College.
Mter finishing . the regular
season with a record of 5-1 (good
for second place behind Salem
State) the team repeated its
performance in the championships.
Mike Cobb, a junior biology
major from Raynham, was
chiefly responsible fcir the team's
success in the tounament, as the
#1 seed captured the singles title. .'
To do so he defeated #3 seed Dave
Sobel of Worcester State, 5-7, 7-6,
7-5 in the semifinals, then polished
off #2 seed Kevin O'Neill of North
Adams, 6-7, 7-6, 6-2.
In the #2 singles (there are 3
singles divisions and 3 doubles
divisions in the tournamen),
BSC's Mike Tolivaisa lost to Joe
Santigi of Salem in the semifinals.
Ray Gariepy had a little more
success in the #3 singl es before
bowing to a Salem opponent in the
finals, 4-6, 6-1, 4-6.
In #1 doubles competition
Bridgewater's Jeff O'Connell and
BobH~rrington lost to NOlrth
Adams, while in the #2 doubles
the Bears' Steve Berger and
Carroll Brown bowed in finals
play to a Salem duo, 1-6, 2-6.
The team has now compiled a
15-3 record over the last year and
a half, ~nd can justifiably look
forward with optimism to spring
competition.

October

Women's Sports
and the NcAA.
by Cynthia Crossen
(CPS)--The National Collegiate
Athletic Association (NCAA)
couldn't beat the equal funding of
women's intercollegiate atth.letics legislated by Title IX so
it decided to join instead.
Early this year the NCAA
proposed taking over the
regulation and super- vision of
women's intercollegiate sports
although for the past 69 years it
has been .for men only.
But
meanwhile
NCAA
representatives argued before
congressional sub- committees
that taking money from men's
revenue-producing sports and
putting it into scholarships for
women regardless of their skill
"will spell disaster" and "raise
the most serious questions
regarding the need for a,
desirability of government intervention" .
NCAA'S decision to ignore ots
own stand against Title IX
legislation and regulate women's
sports any
hasn't made any
friends among women's groups,
particularly the Association for
Intercollegiate Athletics for
WOM- EN (AIAW) which
already has a foothold in len
women's sports for some 600
member colleges. They see the
NCAA move a trespassing on
territory which rightfuJjy
belongs to women.
.
- One of the problems with the
~CAA is that it has traditionally
>cen a male "club" and is administered almost· completely by
men.
The AJ A W fears that
"women's sports would be treated
like men's minor sports", according to Leotus Morrison,
former AIAW PRESIDENT.
The AlAW would like to see
some "cooperation" between the
two groups but its real goal is to
obtain some d,~cision-making
power within the NCAA
hierarchy. The NCAA vague~y
promised a role f~r. women.lD
policy-making decIsIons but Its
proposal was not specific enough
for the AIAW

"The institution of a woman's
program by a male governing
organiza tion does nothing to insure women reak equalitYi"
Morrison wrote in a letter to
AlAW institutions.
But AlA W opposition to a
NCAA program has not deterred
NCAA at all. Late spring the
NCAA decided it had both Ietal
and moral obligations "TO
provide meaningful srvices for
female student-athletes" and
~irculated proposals for the
NCAA women's program to its
member institutions for comment.
NCAA members have until
January, 1976 to decide whether
the NCAA should assume the
regulations of women's intercollegiate sports, which will
be growing fast and furiously as
Title IX regulations take effect.
Mean- while a joint NCAA-AIAW
committee is trying to incorporate some AIAW demands
into NCA~ proposals.
The
AlA W
BESIDES
TRYING TO ENSURE women's
1articipation in NCAA's prop8sal
The AlAW besides trying to
ensure women's participation in
NCAA gov- ernance, would also
like to avoid imitating the fierce
competition of men's programs.
A new model of. ,athletics, drawn
by an AlAW advisory committee,
is expected to be offered to AlAW
members at their national
meeting in Jnuary.The program
would try to convert intercollegiate s P1rts into an
educational insteafd of a semi·
professional activity and allow its
memberinstitutions more latitude
in regula ting themselves.
But whether or not the NCAA
and the AIAW can agree on the
proper role for women in the
regulation of women's athletics,
the NCAA plans to gp ahead with
its program if _ its mem-:berinstitutions vote yes.
"If it were voted in, we would
proceed as directed by the
membership" said NCAA staff
member Dave Cawood.
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MAA- WRA NEWS
* * * * * *.* * * *

NEW POOL HOURSFOR SECOND QUARTER

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Sunday

12-2 3-4 8-10
10-12 3-4
12-2 3-4 8 .. 10
10-12 3-4 8-10
12-2 3 .. 4
1-4
1-4

*ANNOUNCEMENTS ..
All rosters for·
Men '.s Baskethall
Coed Volleyball
Coed Innertuhe Water Polo

may be picked up in Kelly Gym and are
due in the gym by OCTOBER 28.
Badminton tournament entries are due
October 31 in Kelly Gym.(Men's, .
Women's singles and mixed «;J.ouhles.) ..
Entry forms in rack in gym...
.

* FlryAL STANDINGS:
.Men's Touch Foothall
1.Amberilla
2.Hurting Turkeys
3.Dinks
.
Zoo 'Crew
.5.Phi Pi Phantoms
Buckeyes
7.Alpha Wild Pigs

Women~s

-

Volle
. l.spazoids
No-Names
Fliptlops
4.Freaks

5.Perverts
6.210ub

Playoff results for Doth football and
volleyball will he in tlex~ ,week 'spaper.

*POWDERPUFF FOOTBAlL
,0

A\
Pt\

~:OO

SA,.

fOO,SALL

oC.:T.

;{S 'T\O\

starting next Monday all games will be
played on the lighted field in back
of the gymnasium.

TOP TEN
POlL
I. Ohio State
2. Oklahoma
3. USC
4. Nebraska
5. Alabama
6. Texas,.A&M
7. Michigan,
8. Texas
9~ Colorado
10. Penn State

Monday October 27
5: 30 Happy Hillers VB. Pickups
Wednesday ·Octoher 29
5:30 Happy Hillers-vs. Undecided

* ACfIVITIES
Fencing.. ·every Tuesday and Tiiursday
evenings .6-7: 30 gym corridor

Bowling· .. Monday and We4nesday 3-5,

Mon.-Fri. 3-10 p.m.
Sat. 10-10 p.m.
Sun. 1-10 p .. m.

Academy Lanes_
The Gr~at Pumpkin Carving Contest
Thursday October 30•.•
Watch for signs !!!
...

..•

liLLa, DOLL!!
by James E.Hinds
Well, it's finally here, the night
all of "us" .ha ve been waiting for.
Opening night!! That's right,
tonite is opening night of Hello
Dolly! The big musical extravaganza that is bein~ brought
to you by the Ensemble Theatre
in conjunction with the Communica tion Arts and Sciences
Department.
Tickets wIll be on sale at the door.
Dolly is being directed by
Robert Barnett, Assoc. Professor
of Comm- unication Arts and'
Director of the Division of
Creative Arts. He will be rembered for his past work on the
Children's Theartre production

Laffey). But, Dolly doesn't want
Horace to marry Irene. She has
other plans. for him and he
doesn't~hant Ermengarde to
marry Ambrose. So, Dolly has
work do do. They all travel to
New York, leaving Vandergelder's two clerks Cornelius
Hackl (Hank Woronicz) and
Barnaby Tucker (Mark Cartir)
at the store in Yonkers. They too
decide to go to New York to see
the sights, maybe some women
and a whale.
While in New York the
narrowly escape Miss Vandergelder, and are saved by
Dolly, Irene, and Irene's partner
Minnie (Paula Agnew). In return

last year, King. Cole and the

Dolly talks the boys into taking

Country Witches, and also for ~
Man for All Seasons ill 1974 and
Carnival in 1973.

the girls a very· expensive

Musical dirction is in the hands
of Doctor Theodore Davidovich of
the Music Department. Doctor D.
has worked with the E.T. on such
past musicals as Apple Tree. and
AFunny Thing Happened on the
He is also conductor of the
Chorale and the Chamber
Singers.
Doctor D. is being
assisted by musici.ans from both
BSCand the New EQgland Conservatory of Music.
For those of you who are unfamiliar with HELLO DOLLY
here is a brief synopsis: The
show centers around Dolly Levi
(Cheryl Buskey) who is a
flamboyant intervener in peoples
lives and a matchmaker of sorts.
We find her matching up Horace
Vandergelder (Jeff Entwistle)
and Irene Malloy (Donna Kane)
and Ambrose Kemper (Barry
Cohen) with Vandergelder's
niece, Ermengarde (Jane

restaraunt. Dolly meanwhile has
teered Horace away from Irene
and has further plans fo,!, him.
Night fa11$ on new York and we
find all the characters on their
way to the Harmonid Gardens,
New York's brightest nightspot.
Cornelius and Barnaby must dine
the girls on only a dollar, three
dimes, five pennies and a button.
Horace,
But they succeed.
waiting for Dolly, is dining with
;thoochie-koochie dancer named
Ernestina Money
(Milady
Khoury) whom Dolly has steered
him towards.' Amborse and
Ermengarde are entering the
Polka competition in order to sho
Horace that Amborse is talented
and can work to support his niece.
Well, pandemonium erupts and
Horace ends up in jail, but in the
way all musicals, all ends well.
.Everybody gets whatever they
wanted or thought they wanted.
So come on out and see and
enjoy this happy rollicking
musical.

